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Chapter 351 - A Month To The Competition

As the festive period was fast approaching, it was so for the first-ever
mega competition hosted by FJ.

Things were getting set for Jia Li. She learns new things every day and

practices the little details in sewing.

Learning how to drive, took her more than a month because she had to
divide her time between her baby, Fashion and designing classes, fitness
classes and driving lessons.

Today, Jia Li was taking the little girl shopping in her new car. Fu Hua
didnt trust her driving yet and decided to tag along after postponing a
meeting.

She was taking their little princess and it was still better to come with
her.

With two soldiers in the uniform ready to follow them in another car,
they were good to go.

Jasmine for the first time was using her car seat. At first, the little girl
cried when Jia Li tried to put her in it but after Fu Hua came to distract
her so Jia Li could secure her in her seat, the little girl sat still.

Fu Hua strapped her seatbelt and kissed her chubby cheeks.



Jasmine who was now 4 months old, became fascinated by her car seat.
She glanced around and also felt it with her hands and then she became
excited and started hitting it with her palms.

Its good she agreed to stay or you would have had to carry her to the mall.
Jia Li said with a sigh of relief.

I wouldnt mind though. Fu Hua said with a smile as he handed the little
bun, a small soft toy.

You know she wouldnt stay at a place. Jia Li said as she turned to walk
toward the drivers side of the car, while Fu Hua closed the back
passenger door and got in the front passenger seat.

Jasmine was 4 months old, which means that she was more active now.
The little girl liked to grab everything she sees and was curious about, so
it was now a bit troublesome to take care of her, as you have to keep your
eyes on her at all times.

Jia Li drove them to the shopping mall which Fu Hua had already
reserved. He didnt want anyone having eyes on his family, so he paid to
shop alone for 3 hours and that was quite a lot of money.

Jasmine enjoyed the car ride and it was surprising that she didnt fall
asleep. Her mother was a patient driver so, she must have been excited
glancing outside to see the things that fascinated her.

When they got to the mall, Fu Hua opened the cars boot and brought out
the little buns stroller before putting her on it.

This month of November was cold, so the little bun was covered up
properly.With Fu Hua pushing her trolley, Jia Li hooked his arm and the

three made their way into the mall with the soldiers behind them.



Jia Li wanted to buy more clothes for her little bun and also some toys
she could play with.

It was heart-warming to see the family of three shopping for things
excitedly. Each time Jia Li saw a beautiful toy, she would show it to the

little bun who would babble excitedly and point at it. In fact, there was
hardly anything the little bun didnt show any interest in. She was
fascinated by everything in the store.

From the toy section, Fu Hua pushed the trolley and followed Jia Li to
the clothing section, where they saw a lot of beautiful clothes that could

fit their little angel.

Jia Li ended up buying a lot of things. Fu Hua didnt stop her and let her
buy all she wanted. Fu Hua didnt just push the trolley, he also picked
some things for his little princess.

Jasmine played with the toy her mother gave to her and would sometimes
look around excitedly. On their way back home, the little girl was so
exhausted that she slept off in her car seat.

The things Jia Li and Fu Hua bought for Jasmine were a lot, such that
they couldnt enter the two cars they came with.

Back home, Jia Li carried the little girl upstairs to change her diapers,
and feed her, while Fu Hua ordered the servants to take the things from
their shopping to Jasmines nursery.

After feeding the little girl, she slept back and Jia Li left her to arrange
the clothes she bought for her.

The clothes had to be washed but Jia Li wanted to sort them out first, so
she could keep her shoes and headbands away.



It had been an awesome time for the family of three. Jia Lis stomach was
back to its previous state and she has lost her fat, thanks to the exercises
and healthy food.

Jia Li planned to start introducing other foods to Jasmine when she turned
5 months. So for now, she was still drinking breastmilk but will still
attempt to fight for adult food whenever she saw any of her parents
eating.

For FangSu, its been a tough time accepting that she would someday be
betrayed by her childhood best friend. FangSu doesnt talk much with Bai
Jun these days and she doesnt know her plans. But from her

conversations with Bai Jun, she could tell how much the latter had

changed.

She could feel Bai Juns attitude towards her and she can now tell her
intentions.

Not being able to get into FJ was another depressing situation for FangSu
and She needed a job badly.

Fu Hee has been telling her to go and apologize to Fu Hua and Jia Li but
she wouldnt listen. She has a lot of pride in her, so she wouldnt go.

Fu Hee paid her no mind and left her to do what she wanted. Fu Hee still
had her eyes on her just in case she tried to slip off her grip.

Knowing that she wouldnt be able to apologize to her brother and that she
needed a job badly, FangSu decided to sign up with a modeling agency.
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Chapter 352 - Fu Hee Comes To Stay

FangSu had no problem signing up with a new agency, as she had built
up a reputation for herself oversees and given her family and the power
she had, there was absolutely no problem.

FangSu signed a 6-month contract with her new agency and her

promotion began immediately.

Fu Hee could only sigh at what pride caused her daughter to do. At last,
she stopped thinking about it because even if FangSu had gone to plead
for mercy, Fu Hua would not have forgiven her immediately, so it was
good that she got a job for herself for now, while thinking of a way to
confess her wrongs.

FangSu being a member of the Fu family and joining a new modeling
agency, was sure to be put up to the news and catch peoples attention.

When Bai Jun saw the news, she smiled to herself that she still had a
grasp on FangSu. But pretending to be a good friend, she called her on
phone to congratulate her.

FangSu didnt sound enthusiastic and Bai Jun was not worried about it.
Thinking she was not happy for not signing with FJ, Bai Jun consoled her
with a few words, before running back for her classes.

At the beginning of the last week of November, FJ announced the date
the new site for the competition would be open.

On the last day of November, the site would be open for the interested
applicants to send in their resumé. The time given for the site to be open
was 7 AM in Country Cs time zone.



FJ also helped to transcribe the time in other time zones for different
countries, so that the interested applicants would take note of the correct
time to start sensing in their resumé.

Jia Li, who was aware that FJ would disable the site once they have
reached 1,000 applicants was nervous.

It was just four days to the day to send in her application and Jia Li was
already restless.

If you are this nervous now, what will you do when the competition starts?
Fu Hua asked with a frown.

I wont be nervous then. Im only afraid that there would be thousands of

people sending in their applications and mine wouldnt work out. Jia Li
replied with a sigh.

Fu Hua smiled and said to her, You are forgetting something. Who is the

Boss of FJ?

You. Jia Li replied with a confused gaze. She didnt know what he was

getting at.

Who am I to you? Fu Hua questioned. He was trying to give his dumb
wife a hint of who he was and what he can do.

My Husband. Jia Li replied.

Good! This means you have no problem. Just relax and continue
practicing everything I taught you about fabrics, cutting, sewing, joining,
etc. Fu Hua said to her.



Jia Li looked like she understood him and smiled. But then a thought
came to her head and she frowned while asking, I dont want to cheat, I
have to submit my application the right way just like the other applicants.

Fu Hua frowned at her response and said, What are you thinking about?
Dont worry, I wont use any underhanded means. Just wait till a few days,
now dont ask any questions and go back to your work.

Jia Li was curious to know how he would help her but it looks like he
was unhappy with her words. It wasnt her fault though, she only wanted
to make sure he wouldnt go against his principles to help her.

On the other hand, Fu Hua was a bit annoyed that Jia Li thought he
would use an ugly means to help her send her applications. He doesnt
know why she saw him in that light.

The next day, after Jia Li and Fu Hua had deliberated on a particular
matter. Fu Hee packed some of her things and came to stay with them.

Since Jia Li would be busy with the competition which would last a
month, She wouldnt have the time to spend with Jasmine just like before
and Fu Hua would be very busy at FJ because of the competition, so Jia
Li suggested bringing Fu Hee over to help take care of the little bun.

At first, Fu Hua disagreed but it didnt take long for Jia Li to convince
him. He has seen a lot of positive changes from his mothers side and so

he decided to give her a second chance just like Jia Li asked of him.

When Fu Hee arrived and saw Jia Li waiting outside to welcome her, she
immediately walked over and hugged her. This was the first time the
mother and daughter-in-law were embracing each other.



Jia Li was taken by surprise but she quickly hugged Fu Hee back. The
relationship between them was no longer awkward, so the hug came
naturally.

Fu Hee was very excited when Fu Hua asked her to come and stay with
them for a while, to help look after the little bun.

Fu Hee came to know that it was Jia Lis suggestion because Fu Hua told
her about it.

Fu Hee was supposed to have been staying with Fu Hua and Jia Li after
the latter gave birth since she was her mother-in-law but Fu Hua didnt let

her and she didnt dare to think about it.

Now that she was allowed to stay with them, She was more than excited.
When Jia Li called her, Aunty she now dared to tell her to address her as

mother

We are not strangers and I am your mother-in-law, you can call me,
mum or mother. Fu Hee said with a smile.

Jia Li smiled as well and called out to her, Mum.

Fu Hee was so happy that she was now smiling from ear to ear. She
patted Jia Lis hands and began to apologize for everything wrong she did
to her.

Mum, there is no need. I have already forgiven and there is no need to
bring up the past. Come inside the house quickly, its cold outside.. Jia Li
said as she walked her inside the house.
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Chapter 353 - Criteria For The Second Stage

Five minutes to the time the site for the competition was to be opened, Fu
Hua sat on his desk and typed away.

Jia Lis resumé was ready and she was just waiting for the right time to
send it over but Fu Hua got on his laptop and asked her to send it to him.

What? Is it time already, we still have a few minutes left? Jia Li said in

surprise.

Just do what I asked you to do. Fu Hua said without looking up. His tone
wasnt harsh, just that he was a bit serious with work.

Jia Li sent the file to him and immediately walked over to see what he
news doing.

Jia Li didnt understand the whole process until Fu Hua opened the site for
the competition.

What? How come its open, its just a minute to the time. Jia Li asked in
surprise to see the site open.

It was just opened now. The site is busy already, as many people are on
it. Fu Hua replied as he typed away.

He was the Boss of FJ and he knew how things worked. When FJ said

the site would be open by 7 AM, Fu Hua knew the sight would be

enabled a few seconds or a minute or two before 7 AM.



After sending the application over, Jia Li and Fu Hua glued their eyes to
the screen of the laptop to wait for the success message and then the time
clocked 7 on the dot.

Why is it taking so much time? Jia Li asked with a frown. She was a bit
tense as her application hasnt been accepted.

There are thousands of people already on the site, so you dont expect to
receive a response in a second. Wait for a few seconds, the traffic much.
Fu Hua replied with his finger on his forehead as his gaze remained on
the screen, never leaving.

I am already nervous, check it out! Jia Li said as she placed his palm on

her left breast, so he could feel the rapid beating of her heart.

I can see how tensed you are, do you want me to massage your heart so
it could relax? Fu Hua asked with a smirk.

Jia Li rolled her eyes at him and pushed his hand away. Im not in the

mood to joke. She said as her gaze went back to the screen and there, she
saw a message with a green ✅ icon, telling her that her application was
received successfully.

(✅ Congratulations, your application was received successfully! Please
check your mail in an hour for more information regarding the
competition.)

Ah! I got in!!! Jia Li screamed on top of her voice out of excitement as
she jumped up and down with an excited gaze. Her voice was too loud
that Fu Hua had to protect his ears with his hands.

Darling, I got in! Jia Li said out of excitement as she ran towards him to

give him a big tight hug.



Her hold was so strong that Fu Hua had to struggle to push her away. I
get it but are you trying to kill your husband? Fu Hua asked with a frown,
she almost choked him to death.

Im sorry but Im so happy that I dont know how to express it! Jia Li said
with a smile.

She was so excited that her application was accepted. Earlier, she was
nervous when her application was taking time to send but right now, her
nervousness was replaced with unspeakable joy.

You already expressed it by almost choking me. Fu Hua thought.

You look so happy when the competition is not over yet. Check your
mail in an hour but for now, get back to work. Fu Hua said to her.

What? Am I not even allowed to celebrate my small wins? Jia Li asked

as her smile disappeared. She thought Fu Hua would be all smiles now
but his reaction was simply the opposite, he was fierce with her.

The competition has not started but you have automatically joined the
first round of the competition where you would have to start being
serious. Fu Hua notified.

He didnt see her application being accepted as a big deal but deep down
in his heart, he was very happy to see her smile so brightly. He couldnt
reveal his true feelings because of a simple reason. He didnt want her to
feel prideful.

Having heard that she had automatically moved on to the first stage of the
competition, she went back to his side to ask, So you know the criteria

for going to the second stage?



That you win the first round. Fu Hua replied with his sight on his laptop.
He knew what Jia Li was asking for but he didnt want to tell her about it.

Jia Li sighed and went back to her seat to continue drawing on her
graphics tablet.

Fu Hua smiled at her and swirled on his seat. As she was backing him,
she couldnt see the smile on his face.

Bai Jun was lucky enough to be the 999th person to be accepted. She
almost went crazy when the network kept disturbing her because of the
busy server.

For over 30 minutes, she has been trying to send her application but it
wasnt working. The bitterness in her heart increased to the highest level
and she even swore to lead a good life if she got in.

Right, when she made that promise, her application was accepted and she
was excited. Apart from being excited, she was scared when she saw the

rank she was in, 999 meant that she was lucky.

Bai Fen promised to take her to lunch and to shop for a few things just to
congratulate her for being accepted to join the competition.

Other applicants all over the world who were lucky to be accepted to join
in the competition, were currently celebrating with their friends and
families.

An hour later, Jia Li checked her Email to see the mail from FJ, telling
her that she has automatically entered the first round of competition,
where the information on the resumé she submitted, will be reviewed and
verified and the result will be announced within a few days.
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Chapter 354 - J-mine

The competition FJ set up was truly a major topic for discussion amongst
young ladies, older women and those interested in Fashion and Styles.

It was not new news that the site for the competition, closed less than an
hour after it was opened.

Now, the next topic of attention was the number of stages the
competition had and FJ did not say what they were all about.

It was only the first competition which was already taken place, that they
announced the requirement to pass it.

As it was normal for some people to play smart during competitions, FJ
came prepared and that is the reason the first stage of the competition,
involved verifying the information the applicants submitted.

Those that faked identities, college, achievements were immediately
disqualified. Now looking out for the perfect resumés, FJ selected the
best that were put in order.

As all those that gave false information to FJ were disqualified, those that
passed, automatically moved over to the next stage for the competition.

A week after the applicants entry into the competition, FJ announced that
they have managed to select about 500 people after their details were



verified and were in order. They also put up the criteria to move over to
the second round.

It was a big shock to most people that a large number of people were
eliminated after the first round of competition.

How tough was it? The spectators thought.

Those that followed these competitions up, could see how tough it was

when it was only getting started.

Bai Jun sighed in relief after she made it to the first round. She almost
lied in her resumé but because of Miss Chyous advice to be genuine and
transparent, she was lucky that she wasnt eliminated.

FJ is not here to joke. Bai Fen said after she laughed in relief.

It looks like they have enough time on their hands. Bai Jun said with a
sigh.

This only proves how tough this competition is. They really took their
time getting a thousand resumé. Bai Fen said from the side.

Mum, Im going out for a cup of coffee. Bai Jun said as she stood to her
feet.

Where are you going to? The rules to get into the third round will be

announced soon, do you think you have enough time to walk around?
Bai Fen asked with a frown.

Mum, I will be back soon. I just want to relax my brain. Bai Jun replied.



You can relax your brain after you must have passed the second round of
competition. Come back here and practice your sketches. Bai Fen
commanded.

Bai Jun sighed tiredly and came back to sit down. She wanted to have
alone time in order to think about her steps in this competition.

She was thinking how she would have lost in the first round of
competition if she had followed her heart. Thinking about it made her
scared and she wanted to lighten the burden in her head.

Back at Jia Li and Fu Huas place, Fu Hee prepared a delicious meal for
Jia Li which included all her favorite.

This is for passing the first round of the competition. You need to eat
more and have the strength for the next phase. Fu Hee said as she served
her some food.

Thank you, Mum. Jia Li said with a grateful smile. She wanted a
delicious meal and she got what she wanted. She needed the physical and
mental strength to go on with the competition.

When Fu Hua came back from work, he washed his hands and came to
join Jia Li at the dining table.

Welcome back. Fu Hee welcome him with a smile and he replied with a

hum. Fu Hee was already satisfied that he chose to reply to her and the
words were not necessary to deliberate on.

The rule for the second round of competition was Emailed to the
qualifiers of the first round and they were also asked to select one fabric
of their choice they would like to work with, from the pictures of more

than 20 different fabrics that were under the rules for the second round of
competition.



Jia Li chose the one she thought looked mature and beautiful, before
shutting her system and going on to look at all her sketchbooks.

The rule for the second competition says that the contestants were to
submit one image (front and back) of their design, which will be posted
on FJs official Instagram page and the site opened just for the
competition.

The community would vote for their favorite designs.

In this competition, there was no face or name reveal, as all the designers
used their nicknames or initials.

To make it fair, the contestants who have built a fan base or some
reputation for themselves in one way, can not use their popular
nickname.

Instead of using JL which was popular, Jia Li used, J-mine which means,
Jasmine. It was only Fu Hua that understood the nickname she decided to
use.

FJ gave the contestants 24 hours to submit their designs, which didnt
have to be fresh work.

Because there were 500 people at this stage, it would be difficult to
select one favorite design, so FJ developed a method for it.

The 500 contestants were divided into 20 groups, with 25 candidates in

each group, so it would be easy to select a favorite from each group.

And the shocking thing about this stage is that only the Top 100
contestants with the most votes would move over to the next round of
competition.



This was crazy!

With this difficult stage, this meant that the contestants had to make their
best choice amongst all the drafts they have ever had or better still, come
up with a new one.

A theme was given to them for this round and that was what they were
going to work with. This made a lot of the contestants start designing
new works.

Someone like Jia Li chose one of her already made sketches.. She
modified the draft a bit, before submitting it without showing it to Fu
Hua.
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Chapter 355 - You Must Want It

To Jia Li and other contestants who were sent an Invitation from FJ, the
New Year festival sure took its time to pass.

Jia Li was surprised that Fu Hua did not congratulate her after she
received the invite, instead he was still asking her questions about her
designs.

Do you remember all the designs you submitted during the competition?
Fu Hua asked.

Why not... is there a problem? Jia Li asked with a curious gaze.



There wont be a problem if you can remember every little detail of your
designs. Fu Hua replied and refused to say more about it.

Darling, dont you think youre being mean to me? Jia Li asked.

Why do you say so? Fu Hua asked with his gaze on her. He really
wanted to know what prompted her to say that.

I got an invite after the last round of competition but you didnt say any
word of congratulatory messages to me, thats not fair. Jia Li complained.

Sweetheart, till youve signed a contract with FJ, only then can I
congratulate you. But till then... Fu Hua replied with a smirk. He was
actually pulling Jia Lis legs.

Youre so mean. Jia Li said with a pout. She has gotten an invite already
and she was sure she was going to sign the contract once she gets there
but Fu Hua wanted to wait until then.

Come here, I will give you a kiss. Fu Hua said as he pulled her into his
arms.

I dont want your kiss. Jia Li said as she leaned away from him. She was
annoyed at him.

You must want it. Fu Hua said with a chuckle and forced his lips on her.
He only released her from the kisses when she was almost out of breath.

Immediately he let go of her, Jia Li wiped her lips with the back of her
hands before stomping her feet and going into the inner room with a
frown.



Fu Hua chuckled at her childish acts and move his gaze away. Fu Hua
had a secret plan, which no one knew about and he would end up taking

everyone unaware including Jia Li.

FangSu has been on a low-key for a while now. But she still hasnt
apologized to anyone. She was quieter unlike before where everyone
couldnt help but notice her.

Grandfather noticed the changes but didnt say anything to her, even Fu
Meixu wondered what was wrong with her that caused a change in her
attitude.

When FangSu still had a problem with Fu Hua and Jia Li she still acted
haughtily but this time around, her attitude was different. She didnt
bother to talk too much and didnt say anything if her opinion wasnt
needed.

During dinner, after the festive period was over, FangSu was the first to
leave the dinner table. When she went back to her room, she picked up
her phone to call Bai Jun who seemed to be having a lot of fun.

FangSu didnt have the time and patience to fake being sweet and close to
her. After a few words of pleasantries, FangSu directly asked her the
important question in her heart.

Have you found the company you want to join? FangSu asked.

The smile on Bai Juns face disappeared as she asked from over the phone,
You seem to be very interested in me getting a job.

Bai Jun was thinking if FangSu was suspecting that she got into FJ. Since
she was using another nickname and FJ hasnt done an identity reveal on
them yet, she had confidence that Bai Jun wouldnt know about it.



As for Fu Hua and the reason he and the Fu family havent come after her
is that she thinks they were not aware of it. But no matter what the

reason was, she hoped it would continue to remain that way.

Why wouldnt I be? I am concerned about you because its almost getting

to a year since we came back and you dont have anything doing?

FangSu was very curious about Bai Juns plans.

No need to worry about me, I will pick the company I want to work for,
in a few days, Im still making inquiries, as there are a lot of good fashion
and designing companies in the city. Bai Jun replied.

Okay, dont forget to give me feedbacks soon as you have decided on it...
FangSu said to her.

After the conversation came to an end, Bai Jun said, Dream on! and then
went back to continue watching a movie with 2 of her cousin brothers.

When the time came for all the contestants that passed the final round of
the competitions to go to FJ headquarters in Country C in City X, FJ
booked flight tickets for those that were not in the city.

Jia Li was a bit nervous about the D-day. She would be going to FJ in 2
days and she would also get to meet her new colleagues with who she
competed.

Her colleagues were coming into the city the next day and they would get
some rest before all of them would assemble at FJ by 9 AM of the next

day.

Jia Li was nervous about the right clothes she would wear and about
transportation, she didnt think of taking her car and there was no need to



because FJ would be sending a car to the address she filled in her resumé,
to get bring her to FJs headquarters.

Jia Li has an expensive apartment building under her name, which was a
gift from grandfather Fu, so she used the address as the place she was
living in.

Darling, which dress should I wear to FJ? Jia Li asked as she pulled Fu

Hua into the walk-in closet.

You can wear anything you want to. Fu Hua said as he allowed her to
pull him.

No, you have to help me pick an outfit. Since you like picking outfits for
me, choose one for me. Jia Li insisted.

Alright, I will. Fu Hua agreed. He didnt have any problem picking an

outfit for his wife but his mind has been elsewhere.

Fu Hua has been wondering what his wifes reaction would be when she
learns of the surprise he prepared for her and her new colleagues, he was
really looking forward to her reaction.
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Chapter 356 - Jasmine Throws A Tantrum

Soon, the D-Day came and the 30 contestants were ready to visit FJ

Styles headquarters.



Jia Li was dressed up in the outfit Fu Hua picked for her and because of
the cold weather, she downed herself with a red jacket.

Now that she was ready, she took her little bun from her mother-in-law.

Jasmine, wish your mama luck! Jia Li said as she hugged her little bun
before planting kisses on her face.

Jasmine babbled excitedly and reached out to touch her face. Jia Li was
scared that she might whack her face, so she leaned away a little.

Fu Hee smiled from the side, You asked for her luck, yet you are moving
away.

Mum, Im scared of her slapping my face, pulling my hair or my earrings.
Jia Li replied with a smile.

Thats right. Give her to me, you need to leave early, you dont want to be
late. Fu Hee said with a smile.

She can hold Jasmine for a little while, she may come back very late if a
task is assigned to her. Fu Hua said from the side.

What? Fu Hee looked surprised.

Who assigns tasks to newbies on their first day at work for long hours?
Jia Li asked with a confused gaze.

Fu Hua smiled and said, Welcome to FJ.

Jia Li groaned with the little girl in her arms. Since it looks like she had
to prepare for the worst, she hugged Jasmine tightly and planted kisses on
her face again.



The little girl giggled as she received kisses from her mother.

Giving the little bun back to Fu Hee, Jia Li reminded her, Mum, just in
case I will get back later than expected, I pumped enough milk for her
but she has to try her baby food as well.

Dont worry, I will take care of her. Fu Hee replied with a smile as she
took the little bun from her.

Fu Hua went over to caress his little Princesss face before kissing her
forehead. See you... He said as he waved his hand

Jasmine glanced at his hand and slowly looked up at him before raising
her little palm ✋ and babbling.

Her small action, caused her parents and grandmother to chuckle.

Good girl! Fu Hee said to the little bun.

Fu Hua was always doing this to the little bun every day when he was
about to leave for work and as long as she was awake, he would wave at
her before leaving.

Bye Baby. Jia Li said as she kissed the cute little bun before turning to
walk away.

Surprisingly, Jasmine started wailing when she saw both of her parents

about to leave the house.

Hey! Jasmine, dont cry. Im going out to buy you some toys. Jia Li said
as she walked back to her side to hold her small hand.

Jasmine instinctively stopped crying when her mother came back and she
stretched her arms as she wanted to be carried.



This is going to be a long morning. Jia Li said with her gaze on Fu Hua.

Fu Hua smiled and walked back to their side.

Jasmine looked satisfied as she was held by her mother. She glanced at
her father from her mothers arms and didnt give any reaction.

After two minutes, when Jia Li tried to hand her over to Fu Hee, the little
bun started crying again and clung tightly to her mother.

This is serious. Fu Hee said from the side.

Im going to be late if she doesnt agree to let go. Jia Li said with a frown.

She knows that youre not going to buy her a toy, plus youre dressed so
seriously, so she wants to come with you. Fu Hua said as he touched his
daughters hand.

Jasmine proved to be a stubborn little bun this morning as she refused to
let her mother leave without her.

Seeing how seriously her mother was dressed, coupled with the fact that
she was leaving without taking her, the little bun was not having any of it,
she must tag along.

Jasmine was relaxed in her mothers arms and didnt care about what was
going on.

You cant continue holding her for long, you need to leave for work and
this is your first day. Just give her to me, she will cry for only a while. Fu
Hee said to Jia Li.



Fu Hee was worried that her daughter-in-law will be late on her first day

at work because of the little bun. She cared about her grandchild and
wouldnt want to see her cry but Jia Li cant be late to work.

Jasmine seemed to understand what they were saying and clung tightly to
her mothers arms. Her eyes still looked teary and it didnt fail to invoke
the pity of her father, who wouldnt want to see her cry again.

Mum, let her nanny get her bag and stroller and youre coming with us.
Fu Hua said.

What? You want me to take Jasmine along? Jia Li asked in surprise.

No, thats not it. You will only hold her till you get to your destination.
As long Im there with her, she wont give many troubles even you leave.
Fu Hua replied.

Things were done according to Fu Huas instructions.When Jia Li wanted

to put the little bun in her car seat, she refused to sit and wanted to be
held, so Jia Li had no choice but to go sit in the front passenger seat with
her.

Jasmine, what are you up to? Jia Li asked the little bun that was sitting in
her arms obediently.

She is used to you staying by her side every day and now that you are
about to leave for work, she is not having it. Fu Hua replied as he ignited
the car and drove off with another car following after them.

Jia Li liked the love she was getting from her little bun but she was
frustrated about it as it came at the wrong time.



Fu Hua knew how his wife was feeling, so he suggested in a low tone,
just in case the little bun hears him, Why dont you give her some milk,
she may fall asleep if you do that.

This will make me take off my clothes. Jia Li said to him.

But as she had no choice, she had to do that.. Luckily, the car was tinted,
so she was a bit relaxed as no one will see her.
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Chapter 357 - Meeting Her Colleagues At FJ

While breastfeeding the little bun, Jia Li caressed her back and played
her a slow baby song that could make her feel drowsy, so she could fall
asleep faster.

Jasmine who didnt know the tricks her parents were playing on her, fell
for it. A few minutes into her drinking her milk, she became drowsy and
shut her eyes. Jia Li sighed in relief but didnt dare to slack off.

At last, when they got to the apartment building, Fu Hua parked the car
and came down. He went to Jia Lis side to take the little bun from her.

Put your clothes on, I will give her to mother. Fu Hua said as he lifted
the sleeping little bun from her, before closing the car door.

Is she sleeping already? Fu Hee asked when the little bun was brought to

her.



Yes. Mum, I will have to trouble you to look after Jasmine as Jia Li wont
be coming back today. Fu Hua said with a calm gaze.

Why? Fu Hee asked in surprise. Even if Jia Li may be swamped with
work today but that shouldnt warrant her not coming back home.

I have some tasks for them and it will take them all night to finish it. Fu
Hua replied.

You, why didnt you tell her about it? And you were not considerate of

your daughter. Fu Hee said to him in an annoyed tone but she didnt dare

to shout because of the sleeping Jasmine.

I cant tell her about it directly, I gave her hints but Im not sure that she

got them. Fu Hua said.

You... Fu Hee said with a frown. She didnt have any words left for him.
She couldnt believe he was this strict even with his wife.

Mum, take care of Jasmine, I will be back later at night. Fu Hua said and
closed the car door for her. It was after the car drove away that Jia Li
came out fully dressed.

I wanted to catch a glimpse of Jasmines face. Jia Li said with a pout.

You will see her when you get back home. The car FJ is sending will be
here any minute from now, so stand outside for a bit. Fu Hua said after
checking his wristwatch.

Jia Li checked her wristwatch and saw that the time was close. Thats true,
hurry up and leave.



After Fu Hua left, it didnt take up to a minute before for the car FJ sent
over to arrive.

Miss Qin. FJs representative greeted Jia Li after he got out of the car.

Good morning. Jia Li greeted with a smile.

The representative opened the car door for Jia Li so she could get in.

Thank you! Jia Li said with a polite smile as she got into the car.

On the other hand, when Bai Jun saw the person that was sent by FJ to

pick her, she acted all high and mighty and got into the car.

She wanted to show off that she was so good that she was selected, hence
her attitude.

The first vehicles to arrive in front of FJ were the vans that went to pick
up the foreign fashion designers from their accommodation unit.

The second to arrive was a smaller car with a Chinese. The third to arrive
was Bai Jun. She had a proud look as she stepped out of the car.

And lastly, Jia Lis car arrived. When she stepped out of the car, all eyes
were on her. When Bai Jun saw her face, she became angry and jealous
even when she had an idea that she joined the competition.

Jia Li was also surprised to Bai Jun there. She remembered her as
FangSus best friend. She was thinking of the reason Fu Hua didnt tell her
about her taking part in the competition. But there was nothing to worry
about.

After the first glance at her, Jia Li looked away and walked up to where
the others were standing.



The other Chinese citizen seemed to recognize Jia Li and immediately
walked up to her.

You are JL, right? She asked for clarification as she looked up at Jia Li

with an expectant gaze.

Jia Li was surprised that she could still be recognized even though her
face has not been on social media for a long time.

Bai Jun got jealous at the sudden attention Jia Li was getting and walked
up to a French foreigner to exchange greetings.

Yes. Jia Li replied with a smile.

I knew it! Miss Qin, you have changed a little bit but its good that I
recognized you! I cant believe youre here and no one knew you took part

in this competition. Baozhai said enthusiastically, she seemed so happy
to meet Jia Li.

Jia Li smiled without saying anything. She didnt like the attention she
was getting from the other but its not like she could protest.

Before Baozhai could say another word to Jia Li, someone came out of
the building to lead them inside.

Jia Li thought she was free from Baozhai but that was a lie. Boazhai
clung to her and began to make small talks.

Bai Jun sneered when she glanced over at them. She hated Baozhais guts
but more especially Jia Li who snatched her man.

The new designers were all taken into a small hall and asked to sit and
wait for them to be addressed.



When they were left alone, one of the foreign designers, walked up to Jia
Li to exchange a greeting with her.

Bai Jun was ready to make fun of Jia Li because she thought she didnt
understand English but to her surprise, that opportunity never came for
her because Jia Li seemed to converse effortlessly with the foreigner.

Jia Li was not that good at English but her time spent in the Fu family
was not a waste.We had grandfather Fu to thank, for the English classes.

So I heard youre a good designer, why did you join in the competition?
The foreigner asked.

I still have a lot to learn. Jia Li replied with a polite smile.

I like you, you are humble. I will introduce you to the others. The
foreigner said with a smile as she took Jia Lis hands.

It was not difficult to tell that she was an American from her accent.
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Chapter 358 - A Surprise From Fu Hua

Bai Jun could only watch in envy as Linda took Jia Li to introduce her to
the rest of the foreigners.

Jia Li was polite but there was one arrogant one in their midst, she was a
French that goes by the name, Marie.



Jia Li learned from the introduction, that she has been the one leading in
the competition. And no wonder she was kind of haughty.

Jia Li, dont think too much, Marie is very jovial when you get close to
her. Linda said to her with a smile.

Not long after, the people that they have been waiting for arrived and
they all got seated.

Sunny, Chyou and two other representatives, walked in to address their
recruits.

Sunny glanced at them and was surprised to see the familiar face. She
was truly surprised to see Jia Li sitting in the last row.

The only people that knew the real identities of the recruits, was their
family members and the team that handled the competition, as for the
creative director, she had no idea that JL was participating and because of
the new nickname, she wasnt able to recognize her work.

Chyou and the other two, were all smiles when they recognized Jia Li, as
she has been the talk of the town a few times because of her creativity.

Bai Jun noticed the gazes directed at Jia Li and squeezed her palms in
hatred. She was thinking that the people in FJ must have known Jia Lis
true identity as their Bosss wife and just want to treat her specially.

Bai Jun was truly ignorant of the real reason that attention was given to
Jia Li.

Sunny called back everyones attention when she started to speak.



Hello everyone, I am Sunny, the Chief Creative Director here in FJ. I and
my colleagues are here to welcome you and to give you the basic
knowledge you need to know about FJ.

After introducing herself, Sunny gave room for her colleagues to

introduce themselves. After that, Sunny asked the recruits to introduce
themselves... their real names and their pen names.

After the introduction, Sunny was speaking to them when Zimo knocked

and walked in with a small envelope in his hand.

Chyou saw him and walked up to him.What brings you here, Mr. Zimo?
She asked with a polite smile.

Zimo handed the envelope to her, saying, This is an instruction from the

Boss to Miss Sunny. Everything has been prepared.

After saying that, he turned to walk away, leaving the surprised Chyou
behind.

When Sunny received the envelope, she opened it and took out a letter
that contained Fu Huas instructions.

Sunny almost went crazy after reading the instructions but she was
composed physically. Chyou felt that something was wrong and peeped
to see what was written on the paper, she could hardly be composed like
Sunny after reading it.

Sunny had to address the recruits that were still getting to sign their
contracts.

As we all know, FJ put up a notification before the start of this very
competition that brought all of you together today.We said that there will



only be 20 people, joining us from this competition. Currently, there are
30 of you here today and that means that 10 of you, have to leave.

Sunnys words were like cold water pouring on the new fashion designers
who seemed to be going crazy as well.

At this point, Bai Jun couldnt sit at a place. She was tensed as she didnt
have the confidence that she would make it to the Top 20. She has no
idea about this, as Chyou didnt say anything. By looking at Chyous
surprised gaze, she could guess that none of them knew about this.

There is no need to panic if you know what youre doing, Sunny said to
them.

No wonder he said he would only congratulate me when I have signed
the contract with FJ. Jia Li thought.

This new announcement really took all of them unawares, including the
prideful ones.

In no time, Sunny announced Fu Huas instructions.

This instruction came straight from our Boss. You are asked to pick one
of the designs you submitted in your application and illustrate it again,
after that, you will be provided the materials to make the dress.

Surprisingly, Bai Jun sighed in relief. Before, she was already plotting
how she would bring Jia Li down if she doesnt make it.

She was sure Jia Li would be dragged if she revealed that she was the
wife of Fu Hua and that she got in because of his help.

The confidence and the guts she has.



Soon, some people walked in and passed some materials to them, so they
could start designing immediately.

Jia Li finally understood that Fu Hua has been giving her hints all this
while. She understood that he couldnt say it directly and she held no
grudges against him.

Still, he should have said something. Jia Li thought to herself.

The new designers were given 30 minutes to put down their illustrations

before they were sent to a very large workshop to start making their
dresses.

Zimo represented Fu Hua by staying in a watch. He would at times, come
in to take a look and leave since he still has to serve Fu Hua.

Zimo was not that surprised when he saw Jia Li. He was tempted to bow
in greeting to her but he composed himself.

As everyone went to their assigned position, they checked the materials
they got and waited for the timer to start before they started working.

Thank goodness my little bun wished me luck... who knows when I will
be able to see her. Jia Li thought with a sigh as she picked up a pencil
and wrote down the measurements she would be working with.

Fu Hua was in his office, watching the live footage from the large

workshop where the 30 recruits were working.

His gaze was solely on his wife, as he didnt bother to glance at any other
person.

As he still had much other important work to do, he had to turn off the
footage and leave for an important meeting.
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Chapter 359 - The Reason She Was So Confident

After more than 24 hours of creating a dress, Jia Li was finally back at
the house.

Jasmine was asleep when she returned, so she went to her nursery to see
her. Seeing how the little girl was sleeping so soundly, Jia Lis heart
melted.

Da Xia missed you. She kept looking out for you throughout yesterday.
Fu Hee said to Jia Li with a smile.

I didnt know she loved me as much as she loves her father. Jia Li said
with a smile as she caressed the little girls face. She said that because the
little bun liked her fathers company more.

Silly girl! Which child will hate the mother that loves and cares for her?
Go and freshen up and rest, I will send food to your room. Fu Hee said
with a pat on her shoulder.

Mum, thank you!. Jia Li said as she turned towards Fu Hees direction
with a grateful smile.

What is there to thank me for? I should be the one thanking you for

giving me this golden opportunity to look after my granddaughter. Hurry
up and freshen up, you have dark circles under your eyes. Fu Hee said in
a kind tone as she pulled her by the hand to leave the room.



After taking a rest, you have to give me the details of the test. Fu Hee
said with a smile.

Okay, mum. Jia Li said before finding her way to her bedroom to freshen

up and rest.

After showering, Jia Li felt a little relieved, and when she walked into the
room, she saw her mother-in-law serving her a bowl of soup and some

side dishes.

When Fu Hee glanced over and saw her, she smiled and beckoned on her
to hurry up and eat.

The soup is still hot, you will enjoy it if you eat it right away. After
eating, someone will come to take the plates away. Dont think about
anything and get some rest. Fu Hee said to her.

Finally being left alone, Jia Li began to eat. She hasnt slept much and
was exhausted because she worked all through the night to create a
masterpiece.

After eating, Jia Lis head hit the pillow, and she dozed off seconds later.

When Bai Jun got back home, her mother quickly went to meet her at the
entrance.

How was the test? I got your text late, and when I tried calling you, your
line wasnt reachable. Bai Fen said in a worried tone.

The test was fine, we will get the results later today, or tomorrow
morning. I turned off my phone and submitted it after sending the text to
you. Bai Jun replied in a tired voice.



Sunny had given some of them a minute to text their families before
taking their phones from them, after announcing the instructions from Fu

Hua.

Bai Jun had texted her mother, asking her to cover up for her at home,
since the contest was a surprise.

In the evening, when Old lady Bai asked about Bai Jun after not seeing
her for long hours, Bai Fen lied and said she went job hunting with a
friend and decided to sleepover at her friends place.

How can my granddaughter go for job hunting, when I would have easily
made a call to get a job for her?. The old lady had asked with a frown,
and this was Bai Fens reply...

Mother, allow Bai Jun to do things for herself, that way, she would grow
and learn the ways of the world.

How was the test, what did they ask you to do?. Bai Fen inquired with a
worried gaze. She was afraid that her daughter wasnt given enough time
to prepare for the test.

Bai Jun explained everything to her and asked her not to worry. Since her
daughter sounded so confident, Bai Fen felt rest assured.

Which dress did you make?. Bai Fen asked curiously.

The same dress that gave me an award. Bai Jun replied with a smug look.

The reason she was so confident, was because she could make that dress
without troubles, as she suffered a lot while creating it, and the little help
she got back then, was stuck to her head, so Fu Huas test, favored her.



Bai Fen felt really proud of her daughter and ushered her into the house
so she could freshen up and have some tea.

Jia Li slept deeply that even after Fu Hua came back, she was still asleep.

Jasmine was awake and was crying when Fu Hua came back home. Fu
Hee was trying her best to console the little one, but it wasnt possible, as
Jasmine was looking for someone.

Fu Hua had a worried look as he quickly walked towards his mother and
his crying child.

Mum, why is she crying? Has she eaten?. Fu Hua asked as he dropped
his jacket and his work bag on the sofa, before stretching his hands to
take his crying daughter in his arms.

She refused to eat, she misses her mother, but I cant take her to the room,
because Jia Li is still sleeping. Fu Hee replied.

Jasmine reduced her wailing to a sob. Her tender cheeks were stained
with tears as she laid her head on her fathers chest. The little one looked
really pitiable now.

How long has Jia Li been sleeping for?. Fu Hua asked as he wiped
Jasmines tears with her face towel.

Its been over 3 hours now. I guess she must be really exhausted from the

contest. Fu Hee said with a sigh. She really felt for the mother and
daughter.

Mum, I will take Jasmine upstairs, please ask the servant to bring some
snacks upstairs for my wife. Fu Hua said before walking away with
Jasmine.



Fu Hee sighed as she watched the father and daughter walk away. She
informed housekeeper Zu to prepare some light snacks for Jia Li.

Jia Li was still sleeping soundly when Fu Hua entered the room with the
sobbing little girl. Fu Hua walked straight to the bed and put the little girl
down.

Jasmine immediately reached out to grab Jia Lis dress while sobbing,
while Fu Hua whispered to Jia Li, Sweetheart, wake up!.
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Chapter 360 - Consolation Prizes

Jia Li heard Jasmines sobs, and Fu Huas voice, she also felt her dress
being pulled from behind, and she slowly opened her eyes and turned
over, only to see her little bun in tears and Fu Hua who had his gaze on
her.

Jia Li sat up quickly and took the little girl in her arms. Jasmine, why are
you crying?. She asked with a worried gaze as she wiped her tears.

She missed you. She hasnt seen you in more than 24 hours. Fu Hua said
to her.

Awwnn... dont cry, baby. Jia Li said to Jasmine as her heart melted. She
felt so loved that her little one missed her.



Jasmine sobbed and hugged her mother tightly. She was happy to see her
mother, but also, she couldnt stop her tears.

Jia Li and Fu Hua spent some time consoling the little girl before she
stopped crying.

Mum said that Jasmine hasnt eaten yet, she refused to eat her food
because she was looking for you. Fu Hua said with a smile as he watched
the mother and daughter holding themselves.

My baby must have suffered a lot. Jasmine, mummy is sorry for leaving
you for so long, I will give you some milk now. Jia Li said as she
adjusted her position, so she could breastfeed Jasmine.

Jia Li and Fu Hua felt relaxed after the little bun started sucking her
mothers breast. Fu Hua smiled when Jasmine reached out to grab the
breast for herself and closed her eyes.

She must be really hungry. Jia Li said with a smile.

Im sorry for stressing you, but it was part, and one of the things you will
face in FJ, but it wouldnt be like this. You may have to work overtime,
only when there is a serious business. Fu Hua said to her.

I understand. Jia Li said with a sigh.

Did you speak to Sunny?. Fu Hua asked.

No, we didnt have time to speak, but she kept staring at me. I just hope
she wouldnt hate me for rejecting her back then. Jia Li said in a worried
tone.



There was really no time to exchange words with Sunny, because of the
surprise contest. But the way Sunny kept glancing at her while she
worked, was weird.

She felt guilty about rejecting Sunny back then, and right now, she felt
bad about Sunnys feelings about her. She wasnt sure if Sunny still liked
her, and would still be interested in her.

You rejected the proposal of the Chief Designer in FJ, what are you
expecting?. Fu Hua asked.

Wait, is it really that bad?. Jia Li asked with a frown. She was really
worried about this matter. She liked Sunny too and would like to learn a
lot from her, but she will feel bothered if Sunny doesnt like her anymore.

Fu Hua chuckled and pinched her cheeks gently. Look how worried you

are, I was only joking. Sunny is not that kind of person. If you explain
things to her, she will understand.

Thank goodness, now I know what to say. Jia Li said and sighed in relief,
before glancing at her little bun who seemed to be in a good mood.

The little bun had her eyes closed and was still sucking while her legs
were raised.

Some minutes later, Mei knocked and only came in after receiving
permission to do so. After serving the light snacks, she left with the
trolley.

Remembering Bai Jun, and that was she a part of the finalists for the
competition, Jia Li asked Fu Hua, Do you know the other 29 finalists

from the competition?.



Jia Li asked because she wanted to know if Fu Hua was aware of Bai Jun
joining the competition.

I dont know who they are. I am not directly involved in the competition,
there is a team for that.Why are you asking, did anyone mess with you?.
Fu Hua asked with creased brows. He was ready to deal with anyone that
dared to mess with his wife.

Jia Li smiled and said there was nothing like that, she only asked because
she was curious.

It looks like he doesnt know about it. Jia Li thought to herself.

When Jasmine finished sucking the other breast, Jia Li transferred her to
the other one, so she could eat to her fill.

Fu Hua decided to feed Jia Li, as it looked like Jasmine will take a while
to finish eating. So while Jasmine sucked her milk, Fu Hua fed Jia Li.

When Jasmine finished eating her eyes were still open, and it didnt look
like she was going to sleep any time soon, so Jia Li asked Fu Hua to
freshen up, while she takes an evening stroll with Jasmine.

After taking an evening stroll, Jia Li spent time, talking and playing with
her little bun.

Currently, Jia Li was sitting with Jasmine on her mat. The little bun was
sitting on her own, with her gaze on her toy. She was thinking of a way
to get it.

Jia Li cheered her from the side and asked her to go and get it.

Come on Jasmine, you can do it, go girl!. Jia Li said as she clapped her
hands excitedly.



Jasmine giggled and clapped her hands with her gaze on her mother,
before following her fingers to look at her toy.

Jasmine decided that it was time to get her toy, so she started moving her
butts forward to get her toy. As she got closer, Jia Li pushed her toy
forward, so she would continue to attempt to get it.

It was truly an awesome evening for the mother and daughter.

When will the results be out?. Jia Li asked Fu Hua after she finally put
the little bun to sleep.

Tomorrow. We cant delay with the announcement, so that those who
didnt make it, will be sent back home with their consolation prizes. Fu
Hua replied.

There are consolation prizes?. Jia Li asked in surprise. Sunny never
mentioned anything like that when giving out the instructions for the
contests.

Yes. The 10 people who didnt make it, will be going home with
recommendation letters. At least they wouldnt have to suffer to get a
good job in a big company. Fu Hua said.

Thats so thoughtful of you. Jia Li said with a smile.. She knew it would

be heartbreaking for those that didnt make it to go back home after
coming down to FJ.
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Chapter 361 - Out To Celebrate

Fu Hua was amazed at how confident Jia Li was in herself. She wasnt
thinking that she would be amongst the 10 people that would go home,
and he was proud of her for that mindset.

Its been 2 days since FJ announced their final results, and sent the 10
designers that didnt make it, back home, with a free flight, and their
recommendation letters.

Surprisingly or not surprisingly, Bai Jun made it to FJ somehow. She
almost didnt make it, because she was the 21st person according to ranks,
but the 20th person had a crazy allergic reaction, that caused her to be
hospitalized.

FJ had to request for her medical history only to discover that she had a
life-threatening disease that needed to be treated, so she was sent back to
her country, and replaced with Bai Jun.

Bai Jun only came to know of this after Chyou met with her and her
mother, and told them about it.

Bai Jun almost had a heart attack that she almost couldnt make it, if that
foreigners allergic reactions didnt break out at the right time.

After the results for the last contest were announced, Fu Hua took Jia Li
out for hopping and for dinner.

Congratulations on getting into FJ!. Fu Hua said to Jia Li with a smile.
He was really proud of his wife for getting 3rd place in the contest.



While he was at work, he couldnt wait to come back home, so he could
give her a big hug and a deep kiss. Now finally at home, he got to do the
things he imagined he would do.

Jia Li couldnt get enough of his kisses as she hugged his waist with a
smile and let him continue to ravish her lips.

At last, when Fu Hua released her, her lips were slightly swollen.

Lets go out to shop for some clothes, and then we can have dinner in the
place I reserved. Fu Hua said with his hands placed on her shoulders. He
still had that big smile on his face.

Do I get to make my own choices at the mall?. Jia Li asked with a wink.
Fu Hua was used to picking out dresses for her, but this time around, she
wanted to make her picks. She was going to use this opportunity to shop
for work outfits.

Of course, but we will do it together. Fu Hua replied with a smirk.

Jia Li could only chuckle at the kind of reply she received. But she knew
if she acted sweetly with him, he would agree to anything she wants,
after all, she has made him a proud husband.

Quickly, Jia Li got into the shower to bathe, but someone did not allow
her to bathe in peace.

It hasnt been up to a minute that she undressed and got into the shower
that Fu Hua came to find her.

Jia Li was now used to being naked in front of him, so she was only
surprised that he came to join her. Instead of hiding her body from him

like she used to, she shifted, so he could have some space to himself.



Dont try anything funny, I dont have the energy for it. Jia Li warned with
a smile as his hands crept up to her upper body while standing behind
her.

A smirk formed on his lips as he whispered to her ear, How do you know

I was going to do something funny?.

Your hands dont stay one place, and your eyes reveal your evil intentions
towards me. Jia Li replied as she turned on the shower

As the water splashed on their naked bodies, Fu Hua withdrew from her

and picked up the soap

I dont have any evil intentions towards you, I just wanted to fill you up,
but its okay, I can still do that next time. Fu Hua replied.

Fu Hua kept his hands to himself while they showered. It was rare for
him to be obedient, and Jia Li loved him that way.

After showering, they got dressed, and sneaked out of the house, so that
Jasmine wouldnt see them and start crying.

Jia Li and Fu Hua first went to the mall

Fu Hua understood and decided to pay attention to the clothes he picked
for her.

Jia Li dragged her tired body after changing out of the last dress he
picked for her. She was the only one tired. All Fu Hua did, was sit on the
kings chair and drink some tea while waiting for her to change into each
of the new dresses, and show them to him.

After paying for the stuff with his black card, Fu Hua held Jia Li by the
waist and walked out of the mall, while their goods were being processed
to be delivered to their house.



Fu Hua took Jia Li for a candlelight dinner. He orders most of her
favorite food, so she could enjoy them He let her place special orders for

whatever she wanted.

Can I drink some Champagne?. Jia Li asked with her gaze on the bottle
of champagne.

No you cant, youre still breastfeeding. Fu Hua said as he rejected her
request.

But thats not fair! You popped the champagne to celebrate my getting
into FJ, but youre drinking it alone. Jia Li said with pouted lips. She only
thought it would be unfair if she didnt get to have a taste.

Okay, I will get you something else, since you feel like drinking tonight.
Fu Hua said and orders red wine for her.

Even if she didnt get to drink the champagne because of its alcoholic
content, she was still happy at being able to drink red wine

I would be happy if you get drunk, so I can take advantage of you!. Fu
Hua said with a smile.

Jia Li has been drinking more, instead of eating her food, so he said that
to scare her, but who knew it wouldnt work?
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You cant do anything to me, because I will be so drunk that I would sleep
on our way back home. Jia Li said with a smirk. She was sure that he
wouldnt do anything to her if she was too drunk, hence, her high level of
confidence.

I cant say if you are smart or lucky. Alright, dont drink too much. You
have tomorrow to rest, and the day after it, you have to start making
preparations for your first day at work. Fu Hua said to her.

What about the contract?. Jia Li asked. This is because they havent
signed it yet.

You all will sign the contract on your first day at work. The 20 of you

will be on probation for 2 months. At the end of the 2 months, you will
all be graded according to your input. Those with 70 fewer points will go
another probation and not get to partake in major events in FJ.

What Fu Hua was saying, in summary, is this... The 5 years contract

they were to sign will only be effective if they passed from 70 points and
above when graded individually, so those that didnt have up to 70 points

at the end of 2 months (March) will repeat the probation period, and the
5 years contract, automatically canceled.

FJ sure was complicated, or maybe, their Boss was the one who had a
complicated mindset.

After dinner, Fu Hua drove Jia Li back home to get some rest, while he
checked on their daughter before going back to join Jia Li in the room.

Bai Jun was so excited about making it into FJ that she couldnt keep her
mouth shut. She was so happy that she let one of her close friends know
about it.



It was after she said it that she realized she had made a huge mistake.

Ah lam, dont let anyone know about this yet until I inform them myself,
okay?. Bai Jun said to her friend.

Whats the use of hiding it from everyone? But its okay, I will let you
announce the news yourself. Dont forget my birthday is in 3 days, come
with a big gift. Ah lam said with a happy voice.

I know, I will definitely get you a big gift. Alright, I have to go now,
bye... Bai Jun said before ending their conversation.

3 days, was Saturday, it wasnt far, but Bai Jun hoped that Ah lam
wouldnt tell anyone about her getting into FJ.

At this point, Bai Jun was scared of consulting her mother for fear of
getting scolded, so she remained calm about it.

Two days to the birthday party, the recruits of FJ were addressed about
the condition to be reached for the 5 years contract to stand even after

they had signed it.

It felt like a never-ending task for them to properly work for FJ, but
given how big FJ was in the fashion industry, they didnt think too much
about the effort they have to put in, in other to be recognized.

After signing their contracts, they were all assigned to their desks, which
had their names on them.

Everyone one of them was happy to have their work desks, and some
couldnt help taking pictures of themselves on their new work desk.



After settling the newbies, Sunny, and the deputy creative directors, went
for a meeting, which concerned the newbies.

Fu Hua had another meeting with an important foreign investor, so he
didnt join them for the meeting.

The two newbies were to be split into 3 groups, and each group would be
headed by one leader from the creative department.

Sunny, Chyou, and the second deputy chief designer, were to head a
group, each.

(FJ has 2 deputies from the creative arts department, Chyou was the first,
and there was a male, named mike)

The groups were not shared, as each director had to pick the people they
wanted under them, one after the order.

Everyone had their eyes on the Top 3 recruits, as no one would want to
ignore them, but it wasnt possible for one director to have all 3 of them,
or 2, they could only have one.

Sunny was the first to pick since she was the Chief Creative Arts director.
Sunny glanced at the pictures of the Top 3 recruits, with Jia Li being the
3rd one.

Without wasting time, she picked Jia Li to be under her after staring at
her picture for 3 seconds. Sunnys pick was surprising to the others
because they thought she would pick the No. 1 on the chart.

Since Sunny had made her first choice, Chyou went on to pick the first
person on the chart who was French, while Mike went on to pick the 2nd
person on the chart who was a guy.



With this method, the creative art directors picked their students. At the
end of the day, Sunny picked 6 people under her, while Chyou and Mike
picked 7 people each.

During the picking, Bai Jun was the last to be considered. Chyou didnt
want Bai Jun to work under her, so she picked the other person, and left
her to be under Mike.

Only if Bai Jun knew how she ended up being under her current teacher,
she would have gone crazy a long time ago.

Now that their teachers were announced, the newbies knew who they

should report to directly.

Jia Li was surprised to learn that she was under Sunny. She had no idea
how everything was arranged, but she liked it since her wish to receive
lessons under Sunny, worked out.

On the first day at work, Sunny assigned some of the older Fashion
designers to show the newbies around their floor, so they could get
familiar with their new working environment.

Bai Jun was hoping that she would get to run into Fu Hua, but her wishes
didnt come through. She could only sigh in regret as they walked back to
their desks.

Bai Jun was not thinking that Fu Hua would send her away, as she
thought that it was the old man of the Fu family who would do that since
he was the one that asked her grandmother to stay away from their family,
so she wasnt bothered about Fu Hua seeing her.
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Before the close of the day, Chyou announced the class schedule to the
newbies. Every week, They would have 3 classes to attend.

Now, the most amazing news to these interns, was that FJs boss, has a
class to teach them, but Chyou didnt specify more on the topic and the
date for it, but regardless of the less information on it, the interns were
very happy and were expectant of that blessed day to come.

Bai Jun seemed to be the happiest amongst all of the interns, as she
couldnt hide her grin. When Jia Li saw that she (Bai Jun) was more
excited than her, some thoughts began to drop in her head.

Does she still fancy my husband?. Jia Li thought. She has known since,
that Bai Jun was the person Fu Hee arranged for Fu Hua to marry back
then, but since it has been a long time, and they both had a child, it never
occurred to Jia Li that Bai Jun might still have feelings for Fu Hua.

Jia Li and Bai Juns gazes met, and the latter sneered at her before moving
her gaze elsewhere. With this little action, the doubt Jia Li had, began to
have a foothold.

After work hours, as Jia Li was packing her things to leave, Someone
came to inform her that Sunny was asking for her.

I will be there in a minute. Jia Li said as she hurried up with packing up
her things, while Bai Jun glanced over in envy.



For Jia Li to be under someone like Sunny who Bai Jun admired, the
latter was bound to be jealous, especially with the fact that Jia Li was her
enemy.

Bai Jun hoped that Jia Li would get into trouble soon.

After picking up her things, Jia Li went to Sunnys office to meet her.

Miss Sunny. Jia Li knocked and walked in.

Have a seat, Sunny said while gesturing to her.

After Jia Li sat down, she waited for Sunny to say the reason she called
for her, and without wasting time, Sunny cut to the chase.

How was your first day here?. Sunny asked with a normal gaze on Jia Li.

It was fine, thank you!. Jia Li replied in a polite tone. Honestly, she was
a bit nervous to be sitting in front of Sunny, but she tried very hard to
look and sound composed.

I called you here to find out the reason you didnt work in anywhere for
more than a year. I just went through your resumé properly and
discovered it. I want to know why someone like you with untapped

potentials would take that risky decision after rejecting my offer. Sunny
asked as she twirled the pen in her hand, with her gaze still on Jia Li.

Sunny was curious to know why Jia Li didnt work in any company for a
year, as it was such a long time for her to be forgotten if not that FJ still
remembered her and collaborated with her a few times.

Since Sunny liked Jia Li, she was very concerned about her, as she
believed that she was talented and had a lot of potentials in her.



Jia Li already knew that Sunny was going to ask her that question since
Fu Hua had already tipped her off, so she already had an answer to that
question.

A few minutes later, Jia Li walked out of her office, and by then, there
were only a few people still on their desks. Then as for her fellow interns,
they had already left.

The reason Jia Li gave to Sunny was very simple. She said she had a
serious family issue that didnt give her the chance to work, and that was
the reason she rejected her proposal back then.

Sunny looked disappointed

Jia Li was sure to give a positive response, which Sunny accepted
wholeheartedly.

I see a lot of potential in you, and thats the reason I put you under me so
I can help you to unleash them all, dont disappoint me.

Those words were Sunnys last sentence to Jia Li before dismissing her,
and these words were still ringing in Jia Lis head as she made her way to
the underground car park.

Today, she came in her car, so she was driving herself back home.

Jia Li couldnt wait to ask Fu Hua about the classes he would teach, and
so that was the first thing she asked after welcoming him back home.

I wont tell you, anticipate. Fu Hua said with a smirk. He refused to tell
Jia Li the course he would be handling, and the date he would come to
teach them.



Why not? You need to tell me so that I wouldnt disappoint you with my

dressing. Jia Li said with a frown, but Fu Hua understood that this was
her trick so she could get him to spill everything out, but it didnt work on
him.

Jia Li pouted and hit him on his shoulder before walking away to take a
walk with Jasmine in her stroller.

It has been a while since Jia Li played with her dogs, so she called them
out. What used to be her puppies, Avery and Archie, were quickly
growing into adults.

Jasmine seemed to be a dog lover like her mother because she was very
excited when she saw the dogs barking and running towards her. The
little bun babbled excitedly and stretched out her hands towards them.

Jia Li smiled as she stopped the stroller and squat beside it, waiting for
Ocean and her children, to come closer.

Ocean first ran to Jia Li to receive hugs and pats from her. Jia Li rubbed
Oceans hair, back, and tummy with an excited smile.

As for Avery and Archie, they knew better than not to go to Jia Lis side,
since their mother was there, so they ran to the little bun and surrounded
her.

Jasmine was all smiles as she reached out her hands to touch Avery and
Archie, who but have her tiny palms a few licks.
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Chapter 364 - Princess, Come To Daddy

As Jasmine babbled on and on, Avery and Archie barked, in a way of
communicating with her. Jia Li was all smiles as she watched them play.

Fu Hua was busy in the workshop, so he couldnt join his wife and
daughter outside. As the Boss of FJ, he was constantly following up with
trends and finding innovative ideas for the clothing designs.

In the backyard, Mei sprayed the mat on the grass and put some of
Jasmines toys on them, while Jia Li put the little bun on the mat, with the
pets, surrounding them.

Since Jasmine could sit on her own, Jia Li let her play with her toys,
while she lay beside her with a fashion magazine in her hand.

It wasnt that cold outside but Jia Li still wanted them to spend a few
minutes outside before going in for dinner. In order to keep up with time,
Jia Li told Mei to tell her when 15 minutes was up, so they could all go
back inside.

The little girl was all covered up, and she looked so cute as she babbled
away. Jia Li couldnt help glancing at her with a smile.

You sure talk a lot! Give me a kiss. Jia Li said while pointing to her
cheek. The little bun giggled and continued hitting her toy with her
hands.

Jasmine, I want a kiss! Kiss mummy. Jia Li said as she leaned towards
the little girl. Jasmine was looked excited as she brought her hands
towards her mothers face and touched it.



The little bun stared at a few strands of her hair in amazement and went
on to touch it.

What are you... Before Jia Li could finish her statement the little bun had
already leaned in to put the few strands of hair in her mouth.

Yah! Stop it! Jia Li said in a commanding tone but it looks like the little
girl wasnt going to listen because she didnt flinch.

Mei who was standing by the side had to come to the rescue but that
made the little bun start crying.

Finally, Jia Li sat up and chided the little bun. Jasmine, why are you
crying? You cant eat hair, its not good!

Jasmine continued to cry and that alone gave Jia Li a big headache.

Why are you crying, no one hit you. Do you want your daddy and your
grandma to think I hit you?

Ocean and her pups had their gazes on Jasmine and they made sounds of
protest. They couldnt inch closer to comfort the little girl because Jia Li
forbid them from climbing on the mat.

Jasmine reduced her wails to sobs as she put her fingers inside her mouth.
Jia Li sighed seeing how pitiful her daughter looked. Not being able to
stand it, Jia Li lifted her from the mat.

Its time to go back inside the house. Jia Li said as she comforted the little
girl a bit.

When Jasmine stopped crying, Jia Li talked to her in a soft loving tone.
Jasmine, you cant eat Mummys hair and you cant eat other peoples hair
too, its dirty.



Jasmine had her eyes locked on her, it was as if she was trying to make
sense of what her mother was saying.

Did you hear me? Jia Li asked but all she got was the same gaze from the

little bun, shortly before she looked away.

Ocean, Avery and Archie followed Jia Li to the entrance of the house,
before following her instruction to return to their kennel.

The little bun who has just been warned by her mother was currently
trying to eat her mothers jacket, while still in her embrace.

No matter what Jia Li said to her, the little bun wouldnt stop and when
she pushed her face upwards, the little bun started to cry again.

You havent told me what you want from me. Jia Li said with a tired gaze
as she climbed up the stairs with the little bun in her arms.

Thinking that Fu Hua was still in the workshop, she went there to look
for him but she didnt find him, so she went to his bedroom, only to see
him lying shirtless on his bed and his phone in his hand.

When Jia Li walked in, Fu Hua raised his head to look at her with a smile.
Youre back?

Yes, I brought your daughter for you. Jia Li replied as she walked up to
the bed to hand over the little bun to him, who knew that Jasmine would

refuse.

Fu Hua chuckled when Jasmine refused to come down, as she held onto
her mothers clothes tightly.

Jia Li on the other hand did not find it funny. Are you kidding me?



Jasmine hid her face in Jia Lis chest and refused to look up. The little bun
was playing games with her mother.

Fu Hua saw that Jia Li was annoyed and said to her with a smile, You
didnt bond well?

As if? I chided her for eating my hair and she started crying, so I had to
bring her inside. Jia Li replied.

From Jia Lis response, he could tell that the mother and daughter pair
were at odds. He understood what Jasmine was trying to do. The little
child who would be 6 months old soon, knew she had offended her

mother and didnt want to leave her embrace.

The little bun was really too smart for her age.

Jia Li saw this, as Jasmine punishing her for not letting her eat her hair
and jacket but Fu Hua saw and thought differently.

Fu Hua glanced at his little bun and couldnt help chuckling. Princess,
come to daddy. He said as he touched her little fingers.

Jasmine glanced at him but still refused to move. Jia Li sighed and said to
her, Jasmine, I want to you use the bathroom, when I come out, I will
give you some milk, is that okay?

Are you bribing her with her food? Fu Hua asked with a smiling gaze.

Shhhh... she can hear you... its not as if I have too many choices. I dont
want her to start crying, its so annoying.. Jia Li replied.
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At last, Jasmine agreed to let her father carry her after Jia Li kissed her
on her cheek and urged her.

Why are you shirtless? Jia Li asked after handing the little bun to him.

I felt so hot, so... Fu Hua said with a wink.

Please take off her jacket and cap, I will be right back. Jia Li said and
walked into the inner room.

After Jia Li disappeared, Jasmine turned her gaze to her father. The way
she looked at him so innocently, made Fu Hua smile and kiss her all over
her face.

Princess, youre so cute, just like your mother. Fu Hua said as he made
her sit on the bed, before going on to take off her thick clothes.

The little bun seemed to not be in the mood to laugh or play with her
father.

As Fu Hua took off her jackets, gloves and cap, he said to her, Princess,
are you sad? Dont be, your mother is not angry with you, even if she is,
it wont last for long. Cheer up and play with me.

After putting away her clothes on the other side of the bed, Fu Hua laid
down beside the little bun, with his head on his pillow.

Jasmine was still sitting with her gaze on him and her eyes wandering
over his naked upper body as she slowly put her fingers in her mouth.



The little bun must be so fascinated by her fathers naked upper body
because this was the first time she was seeing it.

Fu Hua couldnt get enough of her cuteness and leaned in to kiss her
cheeks before he got distracted with a work-related call.

On the other hand, when Jia Li finished using the bathroom, she went
into the walk-in closet, to take off her thick clothes and saw some of Fu

Huas clothes on the chair and she decided to help him fold them.

In the bedroom, the little girl was already tired from the lack of attention

and she seemed hungry.With her father still on the phone, her gaze went
to his chest again but this time around, her gaze was resting precisely on
his nipples.

The little bun must have mistaken her fathers rock-hard chest because
she put her hands on his body and leaned in to try and put her mouth on
it but Fu Hua was in time to stop her.

Hey! Princess... Fu Hua said with a smile while he was still on call. He
was surprised at what his daughter was about to do.

The little bun glanced at him with pouted lips and seeing that she was
about to start crying, Fu Hua caressed her hair and cheeks to comfort her,
before his full attention went back to the important call.

Jasmine was only calm for a bit before her gaze went back to her fathers
nipple again. This time around without warning, she put her lips on it to
suck it.

Fu Hua was so shocked because he was so into the call that he forgot
about Jasmine. He couldnt push the little bun away and now, his
attention was divided while speaking to the foreign investor.



When Jasmine noticed that no milk was coming out from her fathers
nipple, she raised her face, and glanced at it, before curiously putting her
fingers on it.

Fu Hua felt tickled because his little princess was touching him curiously
and the nipple was a sensitive part of his body.

Since Fu Hua was already concluding with the person on phone, he held
his laughter in and gently pushed the little buns fingers away.

Jasmine became annoyed and pouted her lips. She was very ready to start
crying again, so Fu Hua had to allow her to do what she wanted while

praying that Jia Li would come out quickly.

The little bun glanced at her father who had a smiling gaze on her. That
smile was a green ticket to do what she wanted, so again, she put her
small mouth on his nipple again.

Fu Hua didnt have to push her away because Jasmine raised her head and
started crying while she reached out to touch his nipple. She really
wanted her milk.

Princess, mummy is coming okay? Fu Hua said to the little bun in a

gentle tone, as he can tell how hungry she was.

Your child is with you? Please think about my proposal, we will talk
tomorrow. The person on the other side of the phone said.

Fu Hua agreed and ended the call. Dropping his phone on the bed, he
lifted the little girl in his arms and tried to comfort her. As Jasmine didnt
look like she would stop crying any time soon, Fu Hua called for Jia Li.

Sweetheart, the baby is hungry!



Turning back to his crying daughter, Fu Hua said to her in a gentle tone,
Princess, I dont have any milk but your mum has a lot of it, she will be
here soon.

In less than a minute, Jia Li came out to see her little bun in tears. And
with a frown, she walked to the bed while asking, Why is she crying?

She is hungry. Just now while I was on a call, she put her mouth on my
nipple. Fu Hua said as he handed the little girl over to her.

As Jia Li sat on the bed, Fu Hua put some pillows behind her back, so
she could sit comfortably and breastfeed their daughter.

Its not her fault, your chest muscles can easily be mistaken as breasts, by
babies. Jia Li said as she brought out her right breast for Jasmine to suck
on it.

Fu Hua smiled at the way the little bun hungrily grabbed the breast and
put her mouth on it.

Looking at how the little bun relaxed and raised her leg while sucking
hungrily, Fu Hua chuckled. She is so funny!

You and your daughter take my body as a playground, where you can try
different styles and positions with. Jia Li said as she rolled her eyes.

Fu Hua winked at her and said, Dont you find it exciting?

Should I climb on your body and try different styles on it, so you can see
for yourself if it is exciting or not? Jia Li asked with a smile that was not
a smile.
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I would love for us to give it a try. Fu Hua said with a wink. Which

normal man wouldnt accept that kind of invitation from his wife?

Hooligan! Jia Li said with a glare.

Why are you blaming me? You were the one that gave the suggestion

and as a good husband, I have to listen to my wife. Fu Hua said with a
carefree smile.

I cant argue with you. Im hungry. Jia Li said to him.

I will ask the kitchen to serve our dinner here, who knows when the baby
will be through. Fu Hua said as he got off the bed.

Jia Li glanced at the little chubby bun that was staring at her and sighed,
I dont think she will stop anytime soon, I will just eat here.

Jia Li knew that it would be war if she tried to remove Jasmines mouth
from her breasts. The little bun will surely disrupt the peace in the house
with her cries and Jia Li didnt want that.

Again tonight, Fu Hua fed Jia Li while she concentrated on feeding their
little bun, who was now sucking from the other breast.

Jia Li, you have to pump enough milk for the baby tonight and tomorrow.
You cant be late for work and you need to keep a track record by coming
to work early, it will help to boost your score after the probation. Fu Hua
advised.



Wouldnt it be unfair to us that have to come to work by ourselves? The

others leaving in the estate FJ arranged, come to work in the bus FJ
arranged, so they are bound to be to work on time. Jia Li said to him.

Thats not true. The bus that goes to pick them, arrives at a particular time
and leaves 10 minutes later, so if anyone is late, the bus will leave when
the time comes, it is just that they are taking good advantage of the free
ride. Fu Hua explained.

Okay, I got it. I wish Jasmine will sleep on time today, so I can sleep
early and wake up early to get ready for work. Jia Li said with her face
on the little bun.

Dont worry too much, we are here to look after Jasmine with you. Fu
Hua said to her. Jia Li was worrying like she was the only one that has to
look after her little bun while forgetting that she had other people that
could help her.

After feeding the little bun, Jia Li took her to the nursery to get her all
cleaned up before Fu Hee took over to put her to sleep.

You can go and rest, she will stay with me tonight. You only need to
bring her milk to me, so she can eat in the middle of the night. Fu Hee
said with the sleeping Jasmine in her embrace.

Thank you, Mum! Jia Li said.

After pumping enough milk for Jasmine, Jia Li went straight to bed with
Fu Hua hugging her from behind.

The next morning, Jia Li washed up and went to take the little bun, so
she could breastfeed her before leaving the house...



Having learned her lesson, Jia Li didnt leave the house in Jasmines
presence. She sneaked away when the little bun was not watching and
after she made it outside the house, she prayed silently before getting into
her car.

Saturday came really fast. Since Bai Jun was expecting that FangSu
would be attending the party, she decided to look her best, so she took
her time with her makeup and dressing.

FangSu got to the birthday party before Bai Jun. And as the party has not
started with full swing, Bai Jun and some of her friends and
acquaintances were sitting and chatting happily over a glass of wine,
when someone walked straight to greet them, he was an old classmate of
FangSu and he came to greet her.

FangSus mood became brighter when she saw Zhang Junjie make his
way over.

Your crush is coming. One of the girls whispered and FangSu blushed.

When Zhang Junjie walked over, he greeted the ladies before fixing his
gaze on FangSu to greet her specially.

This was the first time Zhang Junjie was showing her any special
attention, so FangSu was surprised but she quickly pulled herself
together and greeted him back.

I just came to say hello, I will join the guys over there. Zhang Junjie said
before turning to leave.

The ladies made fun of FangSu as they chuckled softly. All of them knew

that FangSu has always had a crush on Zhang JunJie since they were



young. As they were of the same social circle, they easily saw each other

when they attended events like this.

Zhang JunJie was rich, tall and handsome. In fact, every girl in their
circle eyed him but since FangSu liked him, they didnt try to be noticed
by him.

FangSu, It will be good if your love life will be bright, unlike your career.
One of them said with a casual gaze on FangSu.

The others glanced over at FangSu as well, they all knew that she wasnt

working in her familys company and went to work in a different
modeling company which could be graded under a B

FangSu frowned as she asked, Why do you say my career is not bright?
I found myself a job in a good modeling agency without any help, so why
do you say that?

Has not always been you and Bai Juns dream to work in FJ, so what
made you change your mind? You didnt qualify? Another person asked

with a curious gaze.

FangSu was already annoyed with the kind of questions she was being
asked but she tried to maintain her cool.

It was my dream but choosing to work elsewhere is my business. FangSu
replied.

I guess its only Bai Jun that works hard to keep her dreams alive. The
same person said as she drank from her wine glass.

FangSu didnt understand that statement but she was too annoyed to say
anything, so she let it slide.



Speaking of Bai Jun, I havent seen her, when will she arrive? Another

person asked with a smile.

Bai Jun is bound to arrive late, she just got into FJ, so of course she
would want to doll herself up a bit. The lady who spoke first said with a
low chuckle.

To FangSu, it felt like she didnt hear well. Her brows creased in a frown
as she interrupted the person that was speaking to ask, What did you just

say?
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Everyone gave her a weird gaze, as she was acting like she didnt know
what they were talking about.

I said Bai Jun got into FJ, why do you look so shocked? Didnt you know

about it? one of them asked.

FangSu was on a roller coaster of emotions right now and at any point,
she could explode.

Looking at FangSus facial expression, they could tell that she didnt know
about Bai Jun getting into FJ and this made them wonder if they had
slipped up big time.

FangSu gritted her teeth and squeezed her palms. Now, she could tell the
reason she was being mocked. Bai Jun must have been saying something



behind her back, and now, she got into her familys company and she hid
it from her.

FangSu was so angry that she couldnt wait to beat Bai Jun up.

Knowing how angry she was now, a few of them tried to calm her down.

SuSu calm down, maybe Jun wanted to surprise you.

Yes...yes... she must have wanted to surprise you, I mean you are best
friends, she wouldnt internationally hide things from you.

The more they said, the angrier FangSu became.

Best friends? They dont hide anything from each other?

Just then, Ah lam walked up to them with Bai Jun looking so beautiful.
There was this new aura around her and she couldnt help but be noticed.

One of the ladies felt that there was going to be a drama soon, so she
turned on her phone camera while acting inconspicuous.

Bai Jun, Ah lam, youre here! One of the ladies said with a flattering
smile.

Miss Bai sure took her time to dress up today, look at you, almost taking
the place of the celebrant. Another person said and drank from her wine

glass.

What are you saying? Bai Jun said as she blushed. She has not yet seen
FangSu because FangSu was back was facing her.

Dont think we dont know you got into FJ... congratulations by the way!



Yes, Bai Jun congratulations! Another person said.

Bai Jun was really surprised at how they came to know about it. There
was only one person she told about it and it was Ah lam, so she turned to
glance at her.

Ah lam seemed to be in a difficult position as she smiled sheepishly and
hooked her arms around Bai Jun.

Jun, dont be angry, I only told one person and you know how our circle

is, so the news spread. But dont worry, everyone is happy for you, so
there is no need to worry about any envious person.

Bai Jun was speechless, she didnt know what to say to her. She was
hiding this secret simply because she didnt want FangSu to find out and
now, their whole circle knew about it, which means that sooner, FangSu
would find out.

Bai Jun was thinking about the kind of trouble she just got into. She was
thinking about how her efforts would be ruined because of her impulsive
actions, not knowing that FangSu was sitting right in front of her.

The ladies could feel something different about Bai Jun and FangSus
relationship. They could tell that Bai Jun was really hiding this news
from FangSu and FangSu who has been sitting there quietly was seething
in rage.

There would surely be an interesting show at Ah lams birthday party.

Without warning, FangSu whose eyes has turned red and whose heart
was filled with bitterness, put down her wine glass

Bai Jun and Ah lam have been wondering who has been sitting there all
along and refused to turn around and greet them and it looks like they
were going to find out soon.



With FangSus action, Bai Juns heart skipped a beat as she was thinking if
there was a problem, without seeing FangSus face.

All the ladies gathered around, could already feel a change in the
atmosphere.

FangSu slowly got up and turned around to face Bai Jun and Ah lam,
who were shocked and surprised to see her.

Bai Jun was surprised to see FangSu and that cold look, already told her
that she knew about everything and that caused her to be tense.

Ah lam was surprised to see that it was FangSu that has been sitting there
all along. And not being able to tell the situation, she smiled and said to
her, SuSu, youre here already? I was almost about to make a call to

know if you lost your way here.

Before anyone could blink, FangSu had already landed a heavy slap on
Bai Juns cheek. So right now, Bai Jun was holding her left cheek while
staring at FangSu in shock.

Bai Jun couldnt believe that FangSu would hit her in the face,and in front
of everyone before saying anything to her.

FangSu slapping her best friend of so many years was indeed a
jaw-dropping scene to behold. The slap was enough to attract the
attention of everyone in the hall.

The girls all gasped in shock as they watched FangSu in horror.

Ah lam was alarmed seeing the attention of the guests on them, so
immediately asked FangSu in a low tone, FangSu, what do you think
youre doing? Are you trying to ruin my birthday party?



All of you should stay away! FangSu warned with her gaze on Ah lam
and the ladies, before closing in on Bai Jun, who still had a hand
overhear face.

Did you get into FJ? FangSu asked with a menacing gaze on Bai Jun,
who seemed tongue-tied.

Bai Jun wanted to lie but FangSu raised her hands again to hit her and
Bai Jun being so afraid of getting hit again, immediately spilled the truth.

Yes, I did, Im sorry that I didnt tell you about it, I didnt mean it that way.
Bai Jun said with a pitiable look.

Anyone that just saw what happened now without knowing the
underground truth, would think that FangSu was jealous of her best
friend for getting into FJ.

Bai Jun, you are truly a bitch! How could you do this to me? I asked you
several times about the company you wanted to join and you said
definitely not FJ after I told you I was banned! FangSu said while
pointing fingers at Bai Jun.

This was another revelation from FangSu, as everyone wondered why
FangSu was banned when FJ belonged to her family.
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SuSu calm down, Jun didnt want you to get hurt that must have been the
reason she didnt tell you the truth. Ah lam said in worry.

Shut up! Are you Bai Jun, do you know her thoughts?! FangSu asked
with an angry gaze on Ah lam.

Ah lam still wanted to say something but one of the girls dragged her to
their side and whispered for her to stay clear from FangSus path.

Bai Jun brought down her hand and left her red face exposed. She could
feel the glances from everyone and she wanted to talk things out with
FangSu calmly if only she would agree to it.

FangSu, you have misunderstood me, lets talk outside, you dont want to
ruin Ah lams birthday right?

With Bai Jun saying this, it was as if FangSu brought their feud out
without caring about the hosts feelings.With FangSu doing this, it would
surely ruin Ah lams birthday party, so Bai Jun was trying to get everyone
to be in her favor and if possible, stop FangSu from saying things she

shouldnt say.

Bai Juns words only infuriated FangSu more, after the guests started to
make sense of what she said.

You still care about the birthday party after I have seen your ugly face
today? Bai Jun, you must have really taken me to be a big fool all this
while! Why do you think my brother blacklisted me? FangSu asked with

her fingers pointing at Bai Jun.

Bai Jun was scared that FangSu was really going to spill the beans in
front of everyone from their circle and beyond, so she became afraid of
losing her reputation and tried to drag FangSu out but failed.



FangSu, please lets talk outside. Bai Jun said in a pleasing tone after
FangSu hit her hands away.

Why? Are you scared that everyone will know your true colors? You are
so shameless, what are you afraid of? I am going to say everything I

want to say right here and you will be here to listen, so dont even think
about leaving this place? FangSu warned with an ugly facial expression.

Those interested in gossip hoped that the fight wouldnt be interrupted, so
they could hear and understand everything that happened between Bai
Jun and FangSu.

Ah lam forgot that her birthday party was ruined and also became curious
as to what happened between the two inseparable best friends.

Bai Jun was afraid of what FangSu was going to say and she didnt want
her reputation tarnished, so she prayed for someone to come to her rescue.
But how could that happen when everyone was interested in knowing
how evil she was.

Bai Jun, the reason my brother blacklisted me and I wasnt able to get into
FJ was because of you and you of all persons, know about it. He banned
me because I was fighting for you. Can you tell everyone the reason you
put in so much effort to get into FJ? FangSu asked while pointing at the

people that were looking at them.

As Bai Jun has seen that FangSu was out to ruin her, she started
defending herself.

FangSu, I have had enough of this! Which fashion designer out there,
wouldnt want to work in FJ? I am not an exception and you know that

working in FJ has always been my dream!



FangSu chuckled angrily and said, I see what you are trying to do. You
dont know this, so let me tell you now, I am not that same ignorant girl

you used as a shield. Today, I am going to expose the truth of you and

your mother which will in return tarnish your reputations!

Bai Juns facial expression turned ugly. Whatever FangSu wanted to say,
shouldnt be heard by anyone, so she tried to stop her but FangSu slapped
her again.

Im telling you, dont you try to interrupt me again, today, everyone must
see your true colors. FangSu said with her finger pointing at her.

Some of the girls pitied Bai Jun and would love to help her but they didnt
want to interfere with the matters of the Fu and Bai families.

The reason you wanted to get into FJ is because of my brother. You still
have your eyes on my brother even though he is married and has a child!
How much more shameless can you be?! FangSu asked.

Gasps of shocks escaped from the lips of everyone present, as they
couldnt believe their ears. Bai Jun loved her best friends brother who was
married?

Its not true! FangSu, youre lying! Bai Jun said in denial when she heard
the whispers and the fingers pointed at her.

Im lying? We will see about that! I know that the reason you chose to

study fashion and design was because of my brother. I fought my family
because of you. I went against my grandfathers authority because of you!
I offended my brother because of you! I lost my place in my family
because of you and you stand here and say that I am lying? Have you

forgotten about the day I took you to my brothers house to see him?
Have you forgotten what happened? FangSu asked with an angry gaze.



Everyone listened and watched as FangSu poured out her grievances.

When I made trouble for my sister-in-law when I disrespected her in her

house, what did you do as a good friend? You didnt say anything, you
only watched on and was happy in your heart while I dealt with your love
rival right? FangSu asked but Bai Jun denied it again.

If you were not interested in my brother, why would you agree to visit
him when he is already married? You got into FJ so you could have close
contact with him, so you can carry out your plans of getting into my
family! Your mother made my mum lose her self-respect and her honor
in the family all because she was fighting for you to get married to my
brother, what did you and your mother say? You also tried to cause a

feud between me and my mother and it almost happened if I didnt see the
evidence that you were using me to get what you wanted.

FangSu went on to expose Bai Juns little and major acts and how she
used her to achieve her purpose.

.... If you didnt have any harmful invention, why did you get into FJ after
my mother and my grandfather came to your house to warn your family
to stay away from us?!
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FangSu didn't spare exposing everything Bai Jun has done and now
everyone came to know what kind of person she was.

Bai Jun couldn't stand FangSu ruining her reputation, so she said,
"Everything is your mother's fault! She was the person that suggested for
me and Brother Hua to get married, so how can you blame me for falling

for your brother because at that time, he wasn't even married?"



"You think you're smart? Well, my mother didn't consider the fact that
my brother had someone he was going to marry before making that
suggestion after your mother kept bringing up the fact that she wanted
you to get married soon. Why do you think your mother gave my mother

ideas, it was so she would be the one to suggest that you and my brother
get married since she was looking for a marriage partner for my brother.
Now let me ask you, what happened after you learned that my brother
was married? You refused to give up on him even after he has a child,
you are one well-raised daughter indeed!" FangSu said as she took a few
steps away from her.

Bai Jun was so angry that she said to FangSu angrily, "FangSu, you will
pay for what you did to me today! You dare to embarrass me and my
family today, you dared to mock us, I will make you pay for this!"

FangSu scoffed and said, "I haven't even made you pay for using,
deceiving and dumping me and you are already threatening me! You
want to work in FJ, dream on! Go home and wait obediently for my
family's verdict!"

As FangSu picked her bag and turned to leave, Bai Jun stretched her
hands to push her but somebody stopped her.

"When will you learn to stop?" Zhang Junjie asked with an angry gaze on
Bai Jun while holding the hands that were stopping her from pushing
FangSu.

"I will after I have taken my revenge!" Bai Jun said as she struggled to
free her hands and it was now that FangSu found out what she was trying
to do.

"You bitch! Did you just try to push me?!" FangSu asked angrily as she
came back to slap Bai Jun but Zhang Junjie held her back.



"Miss Fu, I will send you back home." Zhang Junjie said as he pulled
FangSu to leave and while she was being pulled away, FangSu said to
Bai Jun...

"Bai Jun, you just wait! I won't let you come in between my brother and
his wife. Go home and wait for my family's verdict!"
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Bai Jun's heart was bleeding as she squeezed her nails, which broke and
caused bleeding but she didn't feel the pain, as it couldn't be compared to
the one in her heart.

"What are you all looking at, the show is over! My birthday party has
been ruined by two best friends turned enemies, please eat the food and
go back to your homes!" Ah lam said as she walked away angrily.

As everyone started to leave since the show was over, Bai Jun remained
standing where she was. And when two of her friends came to her side to
comfort her, she sent a piercing gaze across their way.

"Are you here to make fun of me?!" Bai Jun asked while seething in rage.
She hated the guts of those shameless ladies.

The two ladies that came to help her out, were scared of her gaze and
immediately tried to explain. "How could we make fun of you? We are

concerned about you! FangSu went too far, even if everything she said
was true, still, she was wrong by exposing them in front of so many

people!"
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"What! What did you two just say?" Bai Jun asked furiously as she
couldn't believe her ears. The people she called friends were obviously
making a mockery of her in the name of comforting her.

The two ladies didn't think she said anything wrong and smiled while
asking her to go home early to rest and think about what the Fu family
was going to do to her.

Bai Jun was so furious that she swept away the glasses of wine on the
table that they were drinking before the drama started.

Ah lam saw what Bai Jun did and scoffed. She then told someone to
make sure Bai Jun pays the last dime of anything she destroys before
leaving.

The lady that took the video of the whole drama, went to use the
washroom. She sent the video to FangSu and sent her a text under that
video.

She knew that FangSu was probably furious wherever she was, so she
may not answer her call and that was the reason she sent the text.

After sending the message out, the young lady began to watch the video
and she couldn't help laughing, not knowing that someone was in the
cubicle next to her.

When she was done with her business, she paused the video and came
out from the cubicle to wash her hands. As she needs to wash her hands,
she put her phone down and turned on the tap and to her amazement, the
toilet cubicle next to hers, opened and an angry-looking Bai Jun walked
out from it.

The young lady was so shocked that she almost had a heart attack.



Bai Jun glared at her, before going straight to pick up the phone she left
on the desk there.

"Which video were you watching, let me see." Bai Jun said as she took
the phone and played the video that was paused.

The owner of the phone was so scared for her life that she tried snatching
her phone from Bai Jun but failed.

"Why are you in a hurry, I just want to see what was so interesting that
you had to come in here to watch." Bai Jun said with a smile that was not
a smile, before fixing her attention back on the video and was in time to
see herself getting slapped by FangSu and that caused her mood to
change.

"Is this fun to you?" Bai Jun asked angrily while pointing at the video.
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The lady was afraid of Bai Jun and kept shaking her head in a negative
affirmation while refusing to say anything. But when she wanted to
snatch her phone from Bai Jun, Bai Jun threw it on the floor and even

stepped on it with her heels.

Seeing her phone get destroyed, the lady by the name, Mingxia was so
angry that she pushed Bai Jun away before bending over to pick her
phone with a shattered screen.



Bai Jun was still angry and immediately slapped MingXias face after she
regained her balance.

Dont you ever put your filthy hands on me again, dont ever think about it!
This is just a little lesson to teach you how to mind your business and not
make fun of every serious situation!

After warning her, Bai Jun trotted away and banged the door behind her,
leaving the angry Mingxia behind.

That bitch just destroyed my new phone! Mingxia said almost in tears
while staring at her latest iPhone she just bought with her money.

Her phone screen was shattered already and her phone refused to come
on.

You shameless bitch! You want to destroy the evidence of your
two-faced nature? Dream on! Mingxia cursed angrily.

She was a bit satisfied that she had already sent the video to FangSu
before Bai Jun destroyed her phone and she felt lucky that she didnt try to
call FangSu on phone, otherwise, Bai Jun would have found out about it
since she was in the cubicle next to her and who knew what other crazy
thing she would have done.

Glancing back at her phone that was destroyed by Bai Jun, Mingxia was
furious as she felt her heart ache.

Bai Jun was very angry after walking out of the washroom. She
immediately went to meet with the hotels security to delete the footage in
the hall so that no one else would get their hands on it.

After confirming that no one had come to ask for it yet, Bai Jun
transferred a large sum of money to them, to have the footage deleted.



After the successful transaction, Bai Jun tried to leave in her car but she
was stopped by one of the hotel attendants who gave her the bill for the
things she broke, asking her to pay for them.

After glaring at her, Bai Jun paid up before she was asked to leave.

As for FangSu, she kept ranting on her way back home, as Zhang Junjie
tried to talk to her but she refused to listen because she just fully realized
how foolish she was.

For the sake of dropping FangSu off, the security at the gate, allowed
Zhang Junjies car to drive into the compound.

Before FangSu stepped out of his car, he asked her to calm down before

doing anything but his advice was not appreciated.

Brother Junjie, thank you for dropping me off. FangSu said before
getting of his car. Zhang Junjie could only watch as FangSu walked away
without looking back. Sighing, he turned on his car and drove away.

Zhang Junjie could tell how angry FangSu was after discovering that she
was betrayed by her best friend. Imagine being banned by your brother
from entering his company, while your friend who was the reason for that,
made plans and got in without informing you? That was disheartening,
so he didnt blame FangSus actions.

If Fu Hua knew that Bai Jun also had an interest in working in FJ, he
would have blacklisted her when he was doing the same to his sister. But
it was too bad that he didnt pay attention to that area, well, things were
not too late to fix.

Immediately Bai Jun walked inside the house, she started calling out for
grandfather Fu. Fu ChunHua and Fu Meixu were surprised to see FangSu



come back from the birthday party so early and her facial expression
looked pained.

Who knows what happened to her. Fu ChuHua said in wonder.

I will go and find out. Fu Meixu said with a wink before following after
FangSu.

In tears, FangSu walked into Grandfathers study to complain to him.

Grandfather, you have to bring justice to me and our family! FangSu said
in tears. The tears came from the depths of her heart and it was also a

symbol of her pain from betrayal.

It was rare to see FangSu cry and beg for something these days. For
several weeks she has been obedient and has been keeping to herself even
though she refused to apologize to the people she offended.

Thinking that she has done something wrong and had gotten into trouble,
Grandfather Fu sighed and asked,What have you done this time around?
Who did you offend at the birthday party you went for?

Grandfather, I didnt offend anybody but someone wont stop offending
our family! Bai Jun got into FJ! FangSu revealed in tears.

Grandfather Fu was taken aback by her report and asked about it just to
confirm if he heard her the first time.

Without wasting time, FangSu explained everything to Grandfather Fu,
from the time she started repenting when she learned that Bai Jun was not
true to herself, till the aftermath of the birthday party.

As Grandfather Fu listened, his aura changed. His mood turned heavy as
his cold gaze on FangSu.



...Grandfather, you have to do something about this! Bai Jun hid this
from me because she thought I would ruin her plans of getting into FJ.
She is set on getting close to my brother, grandfather, you must stop her!
FangSu cried out.

Grandfather Fu glanced at her briefly before asking, I thought Bai Jun
was your best friend and you wanted her to get close to your brother even
when knowing that he was already married, what happened now?

FangSu thought that her grandfather wouldnt do anything to punish Bai
Jun and the Bai family, so she quickly knelt on the rugged floor and cried
out to him...

Grandfather, I was blinded and went against you and everyone in the
family and still I refused to learn! Grandfather even if you dont forgive
me, you still have to punish Bai Jun for toying with our family! She went
against you and my mothers warning and got into FJ, the Bai family did
not take your words to heart!
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You came to me because you were betrayed by your friend. If you were
not betrayed, you wouldnt have come to your right senses, by now you

would still be supporting your best friend. Grandfather Fu said while
pointing at her.



Grandfather, I was wrong, I promise not to be rash again. I will also beg
my brother and Jia Li to forgive me. But please grandfather, you have to
punish Bai Jun! FangSu said. She didnt want to think about the
possibility of her grandfather not punishing Bai Jun but if he decides to
let things go like that, she would kill Bai Jun herself.

Get up! Grandfather Fu said to her and just then, Butler Lu knocked and
walked in with Fu Meixu tailing behind him.

Lu, connect me to Mrs. Bai immediately. Grandfather Fu instructed and
immediately, Butler Lu took out his phone and dialed the landline of the
Bai family.

It didnt take up to 3 rings before a servant answered the call.

This is Butler Lu of the Fu family speaking, please put the old madam on

the line, my master wants an audience with her, immediately. Butler Lu
said over the phone just like a professional that he was.

The servant went to Old lady Bais side and whispered in her ear, as she
was chatting with her friend in the living room.

Old Fu is on the line? Why are you keeping him waiting? I will go and

answer the call. Old lady Bai said as she got up from the sofa.

Her old friends seeing that she had an important matter to attend to, bid
her farewell before leaving.

Immediately, Old lady Bai answered the call and greeted in a happy tone,
Butler Lu handed the telephone ☎ over to grandfather Fu, who
immediately took over the conversation.

Mrs. Bai, please save your greetings.When my friend was about to leave

this world, he asked me to take care of his family but his family which I



have been looking after for so many years now turned to bite the hand
that fed them, tell me, dont you think that its wrong? Grandfather Fu

asked authoritatively.

From his tone and the words he just said, Old lady Bai could tell that
there was a big problem. She was tensed as she asked, Old Fu, what has
my Bai family done to offend you?

After I came down to your place to warn you and your family to stay
away from my Fu family, you didnt take my words seriously. Your
granddaughter went ahead to enter my familys property, how should I

deal with her? Grandfather Fu asked as he knocked on his desk angrily.

He was furious that his words were treated ordinarily by someone who
did not have respect for elders.

What! Thats not possible! Old Fu, my granddaughter has been looking
for a job by herself and Im sure she didnt apply to FJ, you must have
been mistaken. Old Lad Bai said.

When she heard grandfather Fu say such a thing, her heart skipped a beat
but she refused to believe it. She would rather believe that grandfather Fu
made a mistake than to believe that her trusted granddaughter, deceived
her.

Grandfather Fu became more furious as he said, Are you taking me as a
liar? Do you think I will accuse your granddaughter falsely?

Hearing grandfather Fus angry tone, Old lady Bai immediately
apologized for it.

...old Fu, I will give you an explanation. Please give me some time, Jun
is not home yet.



Mrs. Bai, I will give you time from now till first thing tomorrow before

breakfast, to provide an explanation or I will go against my promise to
my friend and level your Bai family to nothing! After those words of
threats, Grandfather Fu put down the telephone.

Grandfather, why are you still lenient with them? You cant let them go

scot-free this time around! FangSu said with a deep frown.

Fu Meixu who has been standing quietly at the side walked over and
made her presence known. Now that she understood what was happening,
she finally knew why FangSu came to complain to their grandfather.

Grandfather, I think FangSu is right! The Bais keep stepping all over our
heads and your words dont make sense to them anymore. You cant let
them go free this time around.

The rotten ones in the Bai family will only use those who give
themselves up for it. Grandfather Fu said as he glanced over at FangSu.
He was implying that Bai Jun willingly submitted herself to be used by
them.

FangSu frowned but didnt say anything. Although her grandfather was
right, still his words hurt. If this was the right time to make fun of
FangSu, Fu Meixu would have done that.

But grandfather, they cant evade the punishment this time around. If
brother Hua finds out about this, he will surely deal with them without

your consent. Fu Meixu said with a serious gaze.

Fu Meixu wanted the Bai family to be punished because she didnt like
the guts of the people who do not take her family seriously. She believed
that her family was powerful and should be respected and it wasnt for
anyone to mess with.



Grandfather Fu sighed and said to his granddaughters, Its not like I wont
punish them. I will and I must. I was only asking for an explanation so
that it wouldnt look like I didnt want to hear from them and it looks like
the old lady of the Bai family is unaware of this, so I have to think deeply
about the punishment to give to them.

Grandmother Bai doesnt have a hand in this matter, Im sure Bai Jun

planned this matter out with her mother! FangSu said angrily.

Whether she planned it out alone or with someone, the Bais must still be
punished! What do they take our family for? Fu Meixu asked in an

annoyed tone.

Enough, the two of you should leave already. You are giving me
headache. Grandfather Fu said as he shooed them away.

Master, should I will get the pain relief drug for you? Butler Lu asked

with a bow.

No need.. Grandfather said to him as he watched FangSu and Fu Meixu

leave his study reluctantly.
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Lets go on a movie date tomorrow! Jia Li announced to Fu Hua excitedly.
She was all smiles as she was so happy.



A movie date? That sounds romantic, what made you think of it? Fu

Hua asked while changing Jasmines diapers.

I thought that we should spend quality time together during weekends
since we both go to work during weekdays. Jia Li replied as she took the
pack of baby wipes from Jasmine.

While getting changed, the little girl took the pack of wipes with her
small hands and put it inside her mouth, so Jia Li had to take it from her.

Jasmine glanced at her mother and put her fingers in her mouth and
babbled. It looked like she was protesting peacefully.

You really thought about things properly. I agree with your suggestions.
Every weekend, we will try new activities. Lets go to the park next
weekend. Fu Hus suggested with a smile as he finally managed to catch
the little buns kicking legs.

Jasmine pouted her lips and kicked her legs and hands with her gaze on
her mother while making small sounds.

shhhh... Jia Li shushed her with a finger on her lips

If you cry, mummy wont give milk to you. Jia Li threatened her while
pushing her breasts up a bit to entice the little girl.

Her plans kind of worked a little because Jasmine didnt cry anymore,
instead, she kicked her feet and arms repeatedly out of excitement.

Is this a new trick or what? Fu Hua asked as he put Jasmines legs inside

her pants before lifting her and passing her to Jia Li, so he could go and
wash his hands.



You can say that. Jia Li replied as she held the cute chubby girl in her
arms and kissed her chubby cheeks.

I feel like eating your cheeks, can I? Jia Li asked the little girl with a

smile as she sat on her bed with Jasmine sitting on her thighs.

Jasmine babbled with a smiling gaze.Who knew if she understood or not,
that her mother wanted to eat her chubby cheeks because they were
inviting.

Jia Lis eyes went to Jasmines hair and combed it with her hands. Baby,
your hair is quite long, so how about I pack them for you?

Jasmine continued to talk to herself, its not like what her mother was
talking something that concerned her, so when Fu Hua came back, Jia Li
left Jasmine in his care and went to the nursery to bring the simple hair
ribbon she would use to pack her hair.

Right from when the little girl was born, she has always been hairy and
now that she was 5 months plus, Jia Li could pack her long hair for her.

What are doing with those things when its late already? Fu Hua asked

curiously when he saw the comb and hair ribbon

I want to see how my baby will look with these beautiful ribbons on her
hair. Jia Li replied and got down to work.

The little girl was sitting on her fathers thighs when her mother came
over to dress her hair.When she saw the cute ribbons, she wanted one for
herself as she moved her hands towards it excitedly.

Dont touch it. Jia Li instructed as she picked up the comb and began to
comb her hair gently.



Let her have one. Fu Hua said but Jia Li refused. She will put it in her
mouth, your daughter doesnt stay at a place these days. She is always
looking for what to put inside her mouth.

You can stop her if she wants to put it in her mouth. Fu Hua suggested
with his gaze on her.

Her cries are annoying. I dont have the energy to deal with her when I
want to take the hair ribbons away from her. I would rather she doesnt
touch them and only admire them from far. Jia Li replied as she picked
one of the hair ribbons to put on Jasmines hair but the little girl followed
the ribbon up to her hair.

(As Jia Li picked up one of the ribbons to put it on the little buns hair,
her gaze followed it, such that she was already looking upwards when her
mothers hands were on her hair)

See, she is very curious about it, let her have a look. Fu Hua said with a
smile as he handed the other ribbon over to the little girl.

Jasmine became attracted by the other ribbon her father placed in front of
her and she immediately fixed her gaze on it and stretched out her arms
to take it from him.

Right now, Jia Li was finally able to pack one side of her hair using the
ribbon, since she has stopped moving a lot.

Jasmine was obedient as she played with the ribbon. She used her little
fingers to feel the hair ribbon and would at times, fling it with her hand
excitedly.

After seeing what she wanted, with just one of Jasmines hair packed with
a ribbon, Jia Li decided that she would be packing her little daughters
hair every day.



When Jia Li was done checking Jasmines new looks out, she was
satisfied and even Fu Hua agreed that their daughter looked cute.

Now when Jia Li tried to take the other ribbon from Jasmine since she
wanted to put them away, the little bun refused to hand it over.

She went as far as putting the ribbon behind her. Her actions were so
adorable that Jia Li and Fu Hua couldnt help chuckling.

Who taught you that? Fu Hua asked with a smile as he touched the little

girls cheeks.

Jasmine, do you think I cant get it if I want to? Jia Li asked but the little

bun refused to pay attention to her. She brought out the ribbon from
behind her and started playing with it after her mother took her hands
back.

Jasmine took out the ribbon only when she was sure that her mother
wouldnt take it from her.

Jia Li decided to let the little bun play with the ribbon for a while making
sure she doesnt try to put it in her mouth.

Jasmine only let go of the ribbon some minutes after she fell asleep while
sucking.
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After the call with Grandfather Fu, Old lady Bai summoned Bai Fen
immediately.

When Bai Fen heard that her mother-in-law sent for her, she
immediately went over but she could sense something wrong in the
atmosphere.

Seeing the ugly expression on her mother-in-laws face, Bai Fen became
nervous as she didnt know what the matter was. She is guilty of doing
something wrong, so she was bound to be nervous.

Mother, you sent for me? Bai Fen asked as she managed a smile. When

she tried to sit on the sofa next to the old lady, the latter glared at her and
said, Did I say you could sit?

Bai Fen finally understood that the situation was wrong and since the old
lady was already venting her anger on her, it was obvious that she could
be the reason for her outrage.

Bai Fen remained standing and asked in a polite tone while trying to hide
her nervousness, Mother, you seem to be in a bad mood, is something
wrong?

Old lady Bai glared at her before speaking up, Do you know who just

called me?

Bai Fen shook her head and waited for the old lady to reply. Deep down,
she was almost about to have a heart attack since she could already guess
the reason for the Old ladys anger.

Old general Fu just informed me that Jun got into FJ, is that true? Old

Mrs. Bai asked in a heavy tone.



Bai Fen felt cold sweat on her back as she immediately dropped to the
floor. She was so terrified that Grandfather Fu already knew about this

matter, doesnt it mean that she was already in a lot of trouble?

Answer me! The old lady barked as she got up from the couch in anger

she was so angry that her chest began to heave up and down.

Her other daughter-in-laws heard what was happening from the servants

and rushed over to come and see.

Bai Fen flinched when the old lady raised her voice. Mother, I can
explain what happened, I...

Bai Fen was not able to finish her sentence when a heavy slap landed on
her face and that was the scene the two women of the Bai family saw
when they stepped in.

Mother, what is going on? The first daughter-in-law asked with a frown

as she came to stand beside the old lady.

Mother what did Bai Fen do? The second daughter-in-law asked as she

stood on the left side of the old lady.

Our family is in big trouble because of this woman! She went against my
orders and planned with Jun to get into FJ behind my back. I had no clue
about it and was just informed by Old Fu. Old lady Bai said in anger.

What! Bai Fen did what? The first daughter-in-law asked in absolute

shock. She couldnt believe her ears.

Bai Fen how could you be so stupid? Do you know the gravity of what

you and your daughter have done?! The third daughter-in-law asked in

anger. She was so furious that she felt like slapping her hard on the face.



Bai Fen was still on the floor with her hand on her left cheek. Just now,
the old lady slapped her hard and she could still feel her ears ringing
bells.

She knew that this was not the end for the humiliation she had received
and more were to come. She didnt even want to think about what her
husband would do to her when he learns of this news.

Because she had confidence that no one in the family would find out
about this matter soon, she didnt plan on the effects in case the matter
was revealed before she made plans.

Bai Fen, do you know what you have done? You have put our family in

a tight corner. Old Fu gave me from now till tomorrow morning to give

him a proper explanation of the reason I didnt listen to his orders, what
should I tell him? Old Mrs. Bai asked with a fierce gaze on her.

Finally, Bai Fen decided to speak up. Mother, I am sorry for taking this

decision without telling you but Jun wanted to work in FJ because of how
broad it was. She wanted to work in the best brand in the country, which
has always been her dream since she was a child. I couldnt let her suffer
because of the misunderstanding. And you can check with FJ that she
didnt get in using any underhanded means. For the first time since Jun
was born, she worked so hard for something and finally got in through
the competition FJ held. Mother, we cant let the Fu Family continue to
act this way because of a misunderstanding.

Bai Fen, have you lost your mind? The third daughter-in-law asked with

a frown.

Are you saying that mother should relay your meaningless words to the
Fu family, so we can die early? The first daughter-in-law asked.



Then what do you want me to do?! Dont tell me that you want Jun to
leave FJ? She worked so hard for it. Because of this competition, she
deprived herself of so many things just so she could get in using her
efforts, so she cant leave, her hard work and dedication cant go to waste!
Bai Fen said in a determined tone.

Before Old Mrs. Bai could scold her, Bai Jun walked in. When she saw

her mother on the floor and the other women surrounding her, she
dumped her dampened mood and immediately rushed to her side.

Mum, what happened?! Bai Jun asked with worry as she rushed to her
mothers side.

Before Bai Fen could reply, the old lady commanded Bai Jun in an
authoritative tone. Bai Jun get on your knees now!

Grandma, what did I do wrong?What did my mother do?! Bai Jun asked
with an angry gaze on her grandmother.

Are you asking me what you did wrong? Old lady Bai asked angrily with
her fingers pointed at her.

Bai Jun still wanted to argue with her but her mother immediately
dragged her to kneel beside her and gave her a sign not to say anything.
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Bai Jun, are you going to pretend that you did nothing wrong? The first

daughter-in-law of the Bai family asked.

Bai Jun, how could you go against your grandmother and get into FJ and

you think we wont find out? Where did you and your mother leave your

brains? The third daughter-in-law asked angrily. She understood the
kind of trouble their family would have to face for going against the Fu
Family, so she was very angry.

Bai Jun didnt have the feisty attitude from earlier. She was already pissed
off with the embarrassment she got from the party and coming back home
to see her mother being punished, caused her to be more furious. But
after finding out the reason she was getting punished alongside her
mother, she became quiet.

Why are you quiet now, did you swallow your tongue? The third

daughter-in-law asked with a sneer.

The old lady pointed at the mother and daughter pair and said to them,
Old Fu asked for a reason for going against his order, you two would be
the death of this family!

Mother, instead of them dragging this family down with them, we should
better cut them off. The first daughter-in-law suggested with a fierce

gaze on the mother and daughter pair.

Dont go too far! How can you suggest that my daughter and I be cut off

from the family when my family invested a lot of money in the family
business? Bai Fen asked angrily.

Because your family made a little contribution, is that the reason you are
trying to destroy it? Bai Fen let me remind you that you have no say in

what punishment you will receive! The third daughter-in-law said.



Just wait till our husbands come back home, let me see if you will still
have the mouth to talk because it looks like you dont know the kind of
trouble you landed all of us in! The first daughter-in-law said.

Thinking about how her sons were going to have a hard time in the
company because she knew that the old man of the Fu family will surely
deal with them, Old lady Bais heart hardened and she said to them...

Bai Jun, I am so disappointed in you and your mother. Fu Hua is married
and you are still chasing after him, even to the point of getting into FJ
behind my back. I am very disappointed in you! First thing tomorrow
morning, send in your resignation letter once you get to FJ.

What! Bai Fen exclaimed in shock

Grandmother, I cant do that! Bai Jun said almost in tears. How could she

quit after how hard she worked to get into FJ? That was not possible.

Why cant you do it, do you think you have any option? Old lady Bai

asked with a fierce gaze.

Mother, there has to be another way to solve this matter. You dont know
what this means to Jun. Bai Fen cried out. She couldnt let their hard work
do down the drain.

Does it look like we are asking for your opinion? The third

daughter-in-law asked with a sneer.

Bai Jun got up and said in a challenging tone. Grandmother this is so
unfair! How can you ask me to quit, I am not going to quit!

The two women were about to scold Bai Jun when the old landed a slap
on her face.



How dare you talk to me like that?! Get on your knees this minute! The
old lady said in a furious tone.

Bai Jun couldnt believe that she just got hit in the face by her
grandmother. This was the 4th time she was getting slapped today and it
was on the same spot.

With her hand on her face and with teary eyes, Bai Jun got on her knees.
Bai Fen felt her heart tighten after her daughter got slapped and she
couldnt even show concern to her or she will infuriate the old lady more.

As hot tears dripped from her eyes, Bai Jun swore to take revenge on
FangSu because she was the one that revealed the secret to her family and
that made her get punished.

FangSu forgot that if she had kept her secret to herself and not told Ah
lam about it, she wouldnt have been in that current situation.

Your quitting will help to reduce the number of arrows that will be aimed
at us, so quit your job in FJ! The first daughter-in-law said.

Old Mrs. Bai couldnt stand the mother and daughter and turned to walk
away when Bai Jun held her legs and began to plead with her.

Grandmother, Im sorry for what I did but I had no other intentions apart

from working in a big brand in the fashion industry like FJ, I have no
ideas on brother Fu Hua, please help me! I cant quit the job worked so
hard to get. I went through a lot to get into FJ, and now Im being asked

to quit? Grandma, please help me, I promise to be obedient to you!

Your promise to be obedient? You should have first been obedient before
thinking about going against my orders! Old Mrs. Bai said as she tried to
set her legs free but Bai Jun was holding up it tightly.



Mother, please find another way to deal with this matter. Bai Jun cant
quit her job as worked so hard to get it! Instead, I will take the blame for
everything. Bai Fen cried out from the side.

She couldnt let their hard work go to waste just like that. She was willing
to accept the blame and receive all the punishment.

Grandma, please help me. My mother spent all her money to get me the
best coaches for this competition, I worked hard day and night and had
nosebleeds several times because I wanted to get into FJ. Out of the 1K
participants, I was able to get into FJ with my efforts, please grandmother,
Im willing to accept any other punishment, but please dont ask me to quit
working in FJ. Bai Jun said with genuine tears.

She was afraid that everything she worked so hard for would go to waste.
She was really afraid that she wasted her time all this while, so she was
willing to do anything in other to remain in FJ.

Bai Jun, dont be stubborn! You and your mother here should be thinking
of how to explain things to your father and uncles when they come back
home! The first daughter-in-law said.
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Bai Jun and Bai Fen continued to plead with the Old lady but their pleas
fell on deaf ears.



When the old lady turned to leave, Bai Jun threatened her with her life
and with tears running down her cheeks as she hit her forehead on the
floor twice.

Bai Jun! Bai Fen said out of fear and immediately closed in on her.

What do you think youre doing! The old lady asked furiously. She was
truly scared that Bai Jun would kill herself right in front of her.

Bai Juns actions scared the shit out of her Aunties as they couldnt believe
what they were seeing.

Are you threatening your grandmother with your life?! The third
daughter-in-law asked while pointing angrily at her.

How bold of you! Look how ungrateful you are! You think you can
threaten to take your life because you are tired of living? The first

daughter-in-law said.

After her mother stopped her from hitting her head on the floor for the
third time, Bai Jun said in tears, Grandmother, I will really kill myself if
you ask me to quit the job I worked so hard to get because of some
misunderstanding. That is my sweat and my sense of achievement, please
help me to continue having hope and the zeal to live!

Jun, please dont do this! Bai Fen said in tears as she hugged her. She
couldnt believe that her daughter just tried to take her life right in front of
her.

Looking at her swollen and red-stained forehead, Bai Fen really shed
genuine tears. Her daughter was really pitiable.

Old lady Bai was very angry and more to that, she was really afraid of
her granddaughter killing herself. She began to think about the possibility



of Bai Jun saying the truth that she didnt have feelings for Fu Hua and
she got into FJ because she wanted to gain experience from the best.

Watching Bai Jun cry in her mothers arms with her swollen and
blood-stained forehead, Old Lady Bai shut her eyes as she was in a
dilemma.

Her other two daughters-in-law saw that she was being swayed by Bai

Juns actions and immediately said to her, Mother, you cant be swayed,
remember that you still have to give an explanation to the Fu family.

Being reminded of the Fu family, Old lady Bai was swayed to the other
side again.

Bai Jun knew that her grandmother was conflicted about what to do, so
she immediately added, Grandmother please, you have to help your
granddaughter, I have been falsely accused of having feelings for brother
Hua. FangSu already humiliated me at the birthday party we went for
right in front of everybody, if I quit, wont it be the same as me agreeing
to the claims that I still have feelings for her brother?

Hearing that her daughter was embarrassed at the birthday party she went
for in grand style, Bai Fen felt all kinds of hate for the Fu family for
bringing pain to her daughter.

She swore that she would get back at them once this phase passes.

Old lady Bai felt dizzy and almost fell if not for her daughters-in-law
that helped to stabilize her immediately while calling out to her.

Glancing at her granddaughter while being supported, the old lady said,
Bai Jun, I will change my mind and give you another option.



What! Mother! Her two daughters-in-law called out in surprise, but they
couldnt say anything more as the old lady raised her hand as a sign for
them to be quiet.

Bai Jun and Bai Fen saw a glimmer of hope and immediately began to
thank the old lady but she said for them not to thank her yet.

You have only 2 options now and you are free to choose any one of them.
One quit working in FJ and find another place to work or two, get
married within 2 weeks and you can keep your job in FJ. What is your

choice?

Bai Jun felt her world collapse as she fell to the side. None of the two
options given to her was favorable. She was thinking that wasnt it better
to take her life than to pick an option.

Bai Fen was shocked by the option her mother-in-law gave. She didnt
leave any leeway for them.

The other two daughters-in-law of the Bai family were satisfied with the

old ladys options. Earlier, they had been afraid that the old lady would
lose her sense of judgment because of Bai Juns threats, now, they could
sigh in relief.

Seeing the reactions from the mother and daughter on the floor, the third
daughter-in-law said with a taunting gaze.

Bai Jun, I thought you said you didnt have any feelings for Fu Hua, then
why is it taking you so much time to pick one option?

Mother, Jun is still young to get married, why... Bai Fen tried to speak
up for her shocked daughter but the old lady cut her words off.



If Jun is still too young to get married, then she can quit working in FJ on
Monday.

Bai Fens plans failed. And when she noticed that Bai Jun couldnt control
her reactions, she immediately pinched her as a warning when no one
was looking.

Things would be bad if the old lady discover that they lied to her, then
she wouldnt care if her granddaughter commits suicide or not.

Bai Jun time is going, what is your reply? The first daughter-in-law
asked with her gaze fixed on her. She was already impatient from the

time she has wasted because of this matter when she would have sent the
mother and daughter away from the family if she was the one making the
decision.

Bai Jun knew that there was no time to waste, and even though this was
a really difficult decision to make, she had no choice.

She didnt see any reason working in FJ is she was to her married to
someone else, after all, she got into FJ for a chance to be with Fu Hua.

But thinking that it would be better to work in FJ where she would be
seeing Fu Hua on many occasions, she chose the second option
unwillingly.

I choose the second option.

Right after making the announcement, she fainted to the shock of
everyone present.
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Meanwhile, FangSu was furious when she walked back to her bedroom.
When she wanted to close her room door, Fu Meixu held the door and
pushed it open.

Whats your problem? FangSu asked in an annoyed tone.

Fu Meixu walked in and went to sit on the couch and only then did she
begin to talk. What happened at the birthday party, how did you deal

with your best friend?

If you are here to mock me, you had better get out of my room on time!
FangSu said while pointing at the door.

Hey! Why are you mad? Last I know, Bai Jun is your best friend but
from your reaction, it looks like things have ended between you two. Fu
Meixu said with a smile.

What exactly did you come here to tell me? FangSu asked angrily as she

walked to her side.

You have to be respectful or I wont help you regain your brothers favor.
Dont forget that I am on good terms with Jia Li. Fu Meixu said with a
proud smile.

Do I look like I need your help? You should worry about yourself instead
of worrying about others. I heard that Zhi Ruo will be back to the
spotlight soon when she comes back from her break. FangSu said as she
rolled her eyes on her.



Fu Meixu found her words funny and laughed over them to the
annoyance of FangSu.

Whats funny? FangSu asked with a frown. She hated it when her Fu
Meixu laughed that way.

I sent Zhi Ruo on holiday because she annoyed me. Do you think she
would want to go on a break for that long? And lets say there was an

unavoidable circumstance but do you think she would want to fork out
that money to pay for a long holiday? My dear, open your eyes or you
will continue to be used by people. Fu Meixu said as she got up with a
smile.

Do you think I will believe your nonsense? How did you get the power

to get an A-list artist who is a veteran in the industry to have no choice
but to listen to you? FangSu asked with creased brows. She didnt believe
a word she said.

Fu Meixu chuckled and said to her, You are still a child, what do you
know? If you dont want to suffer anymore, I am willing to take you

under my wings.

I think its time for you to leave my bedroom. FangSu said as she became
angry. She couldnt bear cousin acting like the ruler of the universe even
for a second.

You will need my help. You must have embarrassed your best friend in
such a way that she wouldnt forget to take revenge on you even if she has
to go to hell for that... Good luck with that! Fu Meixu said with a smile
before walking towards the door.

How would she have the time to plot against me when she should worry
about herself? FangSu said.



Who knows. Fu Meixu said before leaving her bedroom.

When Fu Meixu left, FangSu found some peace for herself. She went
straight to freshen up before picking up her phone.

While going through her phone, she saw so many unread messages from

her phone, so she began to check them all.

After replying to some of them, she went straight to open Zhang Junjies
message and replied to his concerns, before deciding the open the
message from MingXia.

What kind of video is this? FangSu murmured to herself and went on to

play the video and watched it to the end.

A satisfactory smile played on her lips after watching the video. She
couldnt wait to use the video to threaten Bai Jun.

At the Bai house, 30 minutes later, the doctor that was called, finished
treating Bai Jun and left. It took up to an hour more before Bai Jun woke
up.

Bai Jun could feel a throbbing pain on her face and forehead. Seeing that
her daughter was trying to get up, Bai Fen immediately went over to help
her up.

Jun, you need to rest, the injury on your forehead might leave a scar. And
you still owe me an explanation for trying to take your life, why did you
do that?! Bai Fen asked with a deep frown.

Grandmother left me with no choice. If I didnt do that, I wouldnt have
gotten a second option. Bai Jun said as she sniffed. Recurring the



humiliation, pain, and suffering that she went through today, made her
want to kill everyone.

Do you think the second option you got was better? You agreed to get

married in 2 weeks! Bai Fen reminded with a frown.

Even if I dont get to be with Brother Hua now, I still have a chance if I
remain in FJ! Bai Jun declared.

Bai Fen covered her mouth immediately and shushed her. If you dont
want to get into trouble again, you better behave yourself. If your
grandmother or those two women hear you, you wont have an option.

I will be careful from now onwards, first I have to deal with someone.
Bai Jun said as her eyes revealed a deep hatred.

Who do you want to deal with? Bai Fen asked with a curious gaze.

Fu FangSu! She dared to slap me and humiliate me in front of our friends
at the birthday party, I must take revenge on her! Bai Jun swore bitterly.
She would never allow FangSu to go free after everything she put her
through, never!

Bai Fen asked about what FangSu did to her and Bai Jun explained
everything to her.

...she dared to embarrass you in front of so many people? Bai Fen asked

angrily.

Mother, what is grandma doing, I want to see her now! Bai Jun said as
she tried to get off the bed.



She is with those two women, trying to pick a husband for you. What do

you want to see her for? Bai Fen asked with creased brows. She was
already angry that she was excluded from making any decision.

Im going to take revenge on FangSu! Bai Jun replied as her mother
helped her to get off the bed.

And how will you do that by meeting your grandmother? Bai Fen asked

with a frown.

FangSu likes Zhang Junjie from the Zhang family and she has had a crush
on him for so many years, so I am going to beg grandmother to pick him

as my future husband.. Bai Jun said with a smirk.
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This doesnt sound like a bad idea but do you think your grandma will
listen to you? Bai Fen asked.

She has to listen to me since I am the one getting married. Bai Jun said
before walking towards the door with the help of her mother.

When they both got to the sitting room, they saw the old lady surrounded

by the two women in their families.

What did you come out here for, dont tell me you still have another
request to make? The third daughter-in-law asked with a taunting gaze

when she saw Bai Jun whos head was wrapped in a white bandage.



Without warning, Bai Jun knelt before the three women with tears in her
eyes.

Grandmother, since I have agreed to get married in 2 weeks, please
allow me to choose the person I want.

And who is that person? Old lady Bai asked with her gaze on her.

Zhang Junjie from the Zhang family. We have known each other for so

many years, so it will be better if I marry someone I trust that will treat
me well. Bai Jun replied and she wiped her tears.

Old lady Bai immediately asked her third daughter-in-law to search for

information regarding the Zhang family and Zhang Junjie with the tablet
in her hands.

In 2 minutes, the information regarding Zhang Junjie and the Zhang
family was brought up and read to the hearing of everyone present.

Zhang Junjie is a decent young man but I dont think the Zhang family
will agree to this short notice. Old lady Bai said.

She liked Zhang Junjie and wouldnt mind granting her granddaughters
wish but the Zhang family was not an ordinary family she could just
bring up a marriage alliance with, in such a short time.

Mother, its possible. I remember that the Zhang family owes us a favor
for the construction contract we gave to them that helped to boost their
profile back then. Bai Fen revealed.

Old lady Bai had to think deeply before remembering that something like
that did happen. Even though something like that did happen, are you
trying to tell me to use it in order for Bai Jun to marry their son in such
short notice?



Mother, Juns happiness is important. And since Zhang Junjie is
outstanding and is on good terms with Jun, there shouldnt be a big
problem. Bai Fen replied.

Old lady Bai was quiet for a while before saying to them, Zhang Junjie it
is. Bai Jun, go back to your room to rest. You are only allowed to come
out when its time for dinner.

Thank you, grandma! Bai Jun said in a happy tone as she bowed.

Because she was weak and had been kneeling for a long time, she
couldnt help herself up, so her mother came over to help her.

At last, when the two of them returned to the room, they couldnt hold
back their smiles of victory.

Back in the sitting room, old lady Bai was still trying to organize the
message she was going to send to grandfather Fu.

In order to show her sincerity, she wrote a message, explaining to him
her plans and said that she would go ahead to start making the marriage
arrangements only if he approves of it.

After compiling the message, her third daughter-in-law sent it over.

Mother, you know this is not enough right? The first daughter-in-law
asked with a frown.

Old lady Bai heaved a sigh and replied, I know that it is not enough. Old
Fu will still do something to punish us even if he accepts this. I just want
to give Bai Jun a chance because I saw the effort she put in to get into FJ.
She became so good that she could get in through that competition.



Mother, you are too soft-hearted because you love Bai Jun so much. I
just hope she doesnt cause any more trouble for us! The third
daughter-in-law said with a frown.

If there was one thing she hated about the old lady, it was the fact that
she loved Bai Jun so much that her heart easily melted for her.

If Bai Jun throws all our efforts away, then I will really kill her myself. I
wont allow myself to be blinded by the love I have for her and allow her
to ruin my husbands years of hard work, never! Old lady Bai promised.

The two women relaxed at her assurance and continued with the work
they had.

During dinner, the old lady announced to everyone that Bai Jun would be
getting married in 2 weeks, before going on to explain the reason for

the sudden arrangement.

You should have asked her to quit, what nonsense! Bai Juns father said
with an angry gaze on his wife and daughter. He was so angry with them
that he wanted to squeeze the life out of them.

At last, Old lady Bai managed to handle the matter and let everyone eat
before dismissing them.

That night, Bai Fen didnt sleep in her bedroom. She gave an excuse that
she needed to take care of Bai Jun at night, and so went over to Bai Juns
bedroom.

Bai Fen was scared that she may not see the light of the next day if she
spent the night in the same with her furious husband.

The next morning, Old lady Bai sent over the letter to grandfather Fu just
as he was about to have breakfast.



Grandfather and the rest of the family were at the dinner table when
Butler Lu came to whisper to his ear.

Read it out to everyone. Grandfather Fu said to him. The old man has
already told everyone of the situation but he was yet to announce his
actions on the matter.

Apart from Fu Hua, Jia Li, Fu Hee and Fu Juan, everyone else was
present at the dinner table.

Old lady Bai started with an apology in the letter before going to remind
the old man of their relationship as friends.

... I and my family accept any punishment you give to us but please,
allow my granddaughter to remain in FJ because of the zeal, hardwork
and dedication she gave to get a spot through the competition. And to
keep your mind at ease, I have decided to let my granddaughter get
married in 2 weeks to the son of the Zhang family, Zhang Junjie...

What! Butler Lu was still reading out the contents of the letter when
FangSu screamed in shock, thereby interrupting him.
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Chapter 378 - Will Only Learn When She Is Dead

As all eyes were on her, FangSu didnt care and went on to ask Butler Lu
to repeat the last sentence.



Why is it him! FangSu asked with an uncomfortable feeling after hearing
Zhang Junjies name being mentioned again.

Where are your manners? Who permitted you to interrupt? Fu Lei asked

with an angry gave directed at FangSu.

Seeing her fathers angry gaze, FangSu quietened down with a big frown
on her face.

When Butler Lu was done reading the letter, he stepped back and waited
for the old mans decision or more of a reply.

FangSu, do you know him? Fu ChuHua asked with her gaze on her.

Junjie is my friend. FangSu glanced over and replied in a soft tone, as
there was still a big frown sitting on her face.

Is that the reason you acted so uncultured? Are you his only friend? You
and that Bai girl have been inseparable since birth, isnt it obvious that
your friends are her friends? Fu Lei said in a strong tone.

Fu Lei has been disappointed with his daughter for a long time now
because of her actions, so he was taking it out on her although she has
been quiet these days.

Dad, Bai Jun is not friends with him and has never been! I just started
talking with Junjie yesterday and he brought me home but Bai Jun has
never exchanged words with him before, so why would the Bai family
pick him? FangSu said boldly.

She was afraid of her father but she was more afraid of losing Zhang
Junjie to Bai Jun, so she spoke up boldly.



Isnt it clear on your best friends intentions? It is clear that she wants to

snatch your friend from you after you embarrassed her at the party
yesterday. Fu Meixu said with a smile.

How are you sure that Bai Jun was the person that chose the person she
wants to marry? Fu Geming asked with a frown.

Dad, you dont understand women and more so, people like Bai Jun who
would do anything to infuriate their enemies. Fu Meixu replied.

Finally, Grandfather Fu decided to speak up. He glanced at FangSu and
said, You said that Zhang Junjie is your friend?

Bai Juns frown eased up a bit as she replied, Yes, grandfather. Zhang
Junjie is my friend and Bai Jun must have done this on purpose to get
back at me.

If he is your friend and so? Cant Bai Jun marry him? You two are birds

of the same feather, now that you are no more friends, you dont want her
to take people that belong to you? Fu Lei asked.

He didnt want his daughter to have the things she wanted, freely after
what she did in the past. He wanted her to feel some pain for a while that
will leave her regretting her past misconducts.

FangSu became more annoyed but she didnt dare to talk back at her
father for fear of getting slapped. She turned to grandfather Fu to plead
with him.

Grandfather, please dont let Bai Jun have her way. It is obvious that she
still hasnt learned her lesson. She can still plot even when this matter is
very serious!



Lu, go back to the study and wait for me. Grandfather Fu said to Butler
Lu before picking up his cutlery to eat.

Butler Lu took his instructions and bowed before leaving.

FangSu didnt know her grandfathers plans and what his response would
be, so she was anxious as she called out to him but she didnt receive any

response.

FangSu, dont talk anymore and eat. YingPei said from the side.

Even Fu ChunHua gave her a sign to eat and not to talk and so FangSu
reluctantly picked up her cutlery and began to eat, while thinking of what
to do to make the marriage between Bai Jun and Zhang Junjie not to work
out.

After breakfast, FangSu was the first to leave. She didnt bother to finish
her food before leaving after an idea struck her.

She remembered that she had the video from yesterday and decided to
use it to threaten Bai Jun.

Bai Jun sent the video to her which was accompanied by a threat... If you
dont change your groom to someone else, I will broadcast this video and
everybody will see it.

Some minutes later, Bai Jun called her directly. FangSu was happy
thinking that Bai Jun was scared, so she picked up the call with a smug
look but Bai Juns reply left her shocked.

You think Im scared of my reputation? You are wasting your time. You
are free to let everybody get a copy of the video. As for Junjie, he will
forever be my groom and you cant do anything about it!



After saying all of that to her, Bai Jun ended the call directly.

FangSu was so angry that her plan failed and couldnt help screaming out
of frustration.

You bitch! I will kill you! FangSu cursed in gritted teeth.

When Grandfather Fu returned to his study, he asked Butler Lu to send a
message back to Old Mrs. Bai and the message goes like this...

Your granddaughter wants to snatch my granddaughters friend now? Mrs.
Bai, where is the sincerity of your Bai family? You have 30 minutes to

modify the grooms name and send it back to me for approval, this is your
last chance.

When Old Mrs. Bai saw the message, she almost fainted as her blood
pressure rose. Her two daughters-in-law had to help to calm her down.

This Bai Jun never learns! What is wrong with her?! The first
daughter-in-law said in an angry tone. If she sees Bai Jun now, nothing
will stop her from squeezing the life out of her.

Mother, it is clear that your precious granddaughter will only learn when
she is dead. Did you hear what your sons said last night, business is bad.
Who do you think is responsible for that? The third daughter-in-law
asked.

Bai Jun is responsible. If we dont give old general Fu a good response
within a few minutes, we can say goodbye to the bid. The first
daughter-in-law said.

The two of you should stop talking.We have lost the bid already, there is
no need to bring it up. Mr. Fu wont allow us to have it again after what

happened. Old Mrs. Bai said in a tired tone.



This will be bad for us, we really need to win this bid. The first
daughter-in-law said.

Mother what are your plans? The third daughter-in-law asked.
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Chapter 379 - Jealous Jasmine

Some minutes after Butler Lu sent the message across to Old Mrs. Bai,
Fu Lei walked in.

Do you have any matter to report? Grandfather Fu asked after gesturing

to him to sit.

Father, I came for another matter. I think Fu Hua should know about

what is going on. Dont you think that he would be angry if he finds out
that you decided on his behalf? Fu Lei asked with a frown.

He knows his son very well and his temper was something else. Fu Lei
felt that Fu Hua should be the one to make decisions on this matter since
FJ belongs to him.

This matter concerns me as well. The Bai family violated the warning I
gave to them, so I have to step in. By the way, I am not deciding for Fu

Hua, I am only giving out the punishment on my part. Grandfather Fu
replied.



Father, what do you mean? Fu Lei asked with a frown as he didnt seem

to understand the old mans point.

Fu Hua is free to deal with the Bai girl at FJ if he wants to. I am only

punishing the Bai family for going against me, it doesnt stop Fu Hua
from doing the same. Grandfather Fu explained and Fu Lei understood.

Wouldnt this seem like we cheated? Mrs. Bai doesnt think this way. Fu
Lei asked.

I dont need to make my words clear anymore. When I did before, they
didnt listen, so I dont think I have to give her any explanation.
Grandfather Fu replied.

Fu Lei nodded in response and asked, What of the groom they picked?

I asked her to change it. About the bid they are going for, give it to
someone else but dont touch their stocks. Grandfather Fu instructed.

I will get right to it immediately. Fu Lei said before leaving.

Today being Sunday, Fu Hua and Jia Li slept in. The little bun was the
only one who woke up early and was playing by herself while lying in
between her mother and father.

She has been babbling to herself for a while now and at last, she rolled
over and glanced at her parents while laying on her stomach.

Jasmine had a curious gaze on her parents before going on to sit on the
bed. The little bun put her fingers in her mouth and sucked on them
before going on to continue babbling.

At last, Jia Li couldnt help but open her eyes to glance at the talkative
little bun who seemed to be so hyperactive since she woke up.



Jasmine met her mothers gave and giggled happily.

Jia Li couldnt help smiling as she reached out to pinch her chubby cheeks.
The little bun giggled more before taking her mothers hands and trying to
get up.

Look at this girl. Jia Li said as she chuckled softly.

Fu Hua opened his eyes to see his daughter standing while holding Jia Lis
hand for support.

I guess she wants to walk without crawling. Fu Hua said as he smiled
brightly. Watching his cute daughter naturally brought a smile to his

face.

Good Morning. Jia Li greeted him with a smile.

How was your night? Fu Hua asked as he reached out to caress her face.

I slept well, thanks to you for helping me look after Jasmine. Jia Li said
with a grateful smile as she let Jasmine sit back on the bed.

Its nothing. Fu Hua replied and leaned over to kiss her lips, while the
little girl watched them curiously.

Jia Li enjoyed the short kiss and had to push Fu Hua away when she
remembered that the little bun was watching them.

Jasmine is watching us. Jia Li said as she glanced over at the little bun
who was staring at her with a curious gaze.

Fu Hua glanced at his little princess and smiled. Its not bad for her to see
the love her parents have for each other.



What if she learns the wrong stuff and kisses someone else? Jia Li asked.

We will teach her well before that happens. Before you can talk more, I
need more kisses to have a beautiful morning. Fu Hua said as he leaned
over to kiss Jia Lis lips again.

This time around, the curious Jasmine didnt stay put. To Jia Li and Fu
Huas surprise, she moved over to separate them.

How did she get here? Jia Li asked when she felt the soft palms on her

cheeks.

Fu Hua chuckled softly when the little bun was looking at him like he did
something wrong. Our baby is jealous. He said.

Lets go again. Jia Li said in an excited tone. She was curious to see the
little girls reaction to them kissing.

Jasmine did not disappoint. She babbled as she yanked her fathers face
away. Fu Hua was lucky that her fingers were trimmed a few days ago or

he would have received some scratches.

Oh my God! Her grips are so strong. Fu Hua said as he laughed. Jia Li
chuckled as well before sitting up.

Jasmine, apologize to your Daddy, tell him youre sorry. Jia Li said to the
little bun who was staring at her with her fingers in her mouth. The little
bun looked so cute while sitting by herself.

Fu Hua was about to say that the little princess couldnt talk when Jasmine
babbled before climbing on her mothers body and reaching out her little
fingers for her shirt.



Jia Li found her actions funny and said to her while making her sit on her
thighs, I asked you to apologize and youre coming for your food.

Jasmine didnt reply to her as she continued to pull her shirt and babble to
herself.

Fu Hua couldnt help smiling and carrying the little bun on his thighs.
Youre so cute. Fu Hua said as he kissed her cheeks.

Jasmine giggled and mover her lips to lick his cheeks. Fu Hua had to lean
away from her.

This girl, I really dont know what to say to her. Her mouth is always
busy. Jia Li commented.

Who did she learn that from? Fu Hua asked.

Isnt it obvious? Jia Li said with a smoking gaze.
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Chapter 380 - Old Mr. Fus Approval

While Jia Li, Fu Hua and the little bun were having fun, things were not
going in well in the Bai family.

Old Lady Bai asked her third daughter-in-law to pick any family while

she on the other hand, directed her first daughter-in-law on what to be

written in the undertaken Bai Jun was to sign.



After making arrangements and deciding on the family Bai Jun was going
to marry into and the person picked for her, Old lady Bai asked a servant
to call Bai Jun and Bai Fen over.

It looks like things for the marriage arrangements are being prepared. Bai
Fen said with a smile as she walked along the hallway with Bai Jun who
still had a bandage

Of course... Maybe grandma is calling to tell me when to meet with
Zhang Junjie. Bai Jun said with a confident smile.

Lets hurry up. Bai Fen said as she pulled her to walk quickly.

When they got to the sitting room, Old lady Bai was drinking tea while
the other two women were sitting beside her with a stack of papers in
their hands.

Grandmother you called for me? Bai Jun asked with a polite smile. She
was acting just like an obedient child.

Old lady Bai put her cup of tea down and looked up to say to her, Bai Jun,
why didnt you mention that Zhang Junjie and FangSu were close
friends?

Bai Jun and Bai Fen were taken aback by the old ladys question. They
were wondering how she found out about the relationship FangSu and
Zhang Junjie had.

Mother, is there a need to ask her about it? Old general Fu has already

made us lose the upcoming bid because someone here deceived us.
Mother save your breath and go on with the plans we have already
crafted out. The third daughter-in-law said with a disgusted facial

expression.



Bai Jun, Im really surprised that at your age, you can scheme to this level.
There is no need to say anything to you but we have all lost hope in you.
The first daughter-in-law said with a frown.

The turn of events was so unexpected for Bai Jun that she was
tongue-tied. Bai Fen on the other hand didnt dare to ask what they did
because it was very clear to them.

Bai Fen was wondering how they came to know about it and hearing
them mention grandfather Fu, she guessed that Bai Jun must have told
him about it.

Bai Fen was currently filled with anger with the turn of events. She
couldnt even take revenge on FangSu, what was her hope for the future.

Bai Jun, read this agreement and sign it after. Old lady Bai said as she
handed over two pieces of a written agreement to her.

When Bai Jun read the agreement she was to sign, the color drained from
her face.

It was written in the agreement that she can only get a divorce or separate
from her husband the day she wants to quit working in FJ.

Seeing how shocked her daughter was, Bai Fen snatched of the written
agreement and read the content and that was how she understood the
reason for her daughters change in expression.

Mother, you are going too far?! Are you trying to cage our only
granddaughter with marriage? What if the person she is getting married

to doesnt treat her well? You havent even told us who she is getting

married to! Bai Fen said with a deep frown on her face.



The third daughter-in-law got up from the sofa and said while pointing

fingers at her, Should we call our husband and tell them that we have

already lost the bid we have all put our hopes on because you and your
daughter deceived us?

Bai Jun and Bai Fen were scared out of their wits, especially Bai Jun,
because her father will send a resignation letter to FJ on behalf and lock
her up in the house for several days before marrying her off or sending
her outside the country. And because she didnt want her father and her
uncles to get involved, she quickly asked for a pen and signed the papers
before handing them over to her grandmother.

Bai Jun, listen carefully. You have to mind your actions and your speech
from now onwards because if you go against the rules, you will have to
leave FJ with immediate effect. You are no longer allowed to make any
contribution to this family and towards your wedding. You should
concentrate on your work, while your mother can continue idling at home.
The first daughter-in-law said to Bai Jun with a serious gaze.

Bai Jun felt that everyone was going against her wishes but she couldnt
do anything. The only plan she made that worked out was getting into FJ.
As for the others, they all failed miserably.

When Bai Jun left their presence, she locked herself in her bedroom and

refused to open the door for anyone, even to get mother.

After Bai Jun and her mother left, Old lady Bai immediately sent out
another better along with the copy of the agreement she and Bai Jun
signed.

When Grandfather Fu saw the copy of the agreement Old lady Bai and
Bai Jun signed, he was satisfied and sent out a message to her, saying
that he finally saw a little bit of sincerity from her and hopes the wedding
pulls through in 2 weeks.



Old lady Bai sighed in relief after getting Old Mr. Fus approval and she
immediately contacted the Yang family for the marriage agreement.

When FangSu found out from Butler Lu that her grandfather had the Bai
family change the groom after crying and complaining to Zhang Junjie,
she jumped for joy and immediately ran to grandfather Fus study to thank
him.

I didnt do it for you. But I hope that you make things right soon.
Grandfather Fu said to her with a meaningful gaze.

FangSu understood what he meant and thanked him again before leaving
his study. Walking back to her room, she called Zhang Junjie to inform
him of what happened.. The two talked for a short while before the
former had to end the call, as she wanted to speak to her mother.
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Chapter 381 - Do The Right Thing

Fu Hee and Jia Li were happily playing with Jasmine who was playing on
the mat with her colorful toys. At times, the little girl would seem
confused about which one to pick because she was fascinated by all of
them.

Mum, Im going to the workshop, I will leave her in your care. Jia Li said
as she got up from the mat.

Go ahead, I will take care of her. Fu Hee said to her with a smile.



Jia Li had no problems leaving as the little bun had all her attention on
her toys when she left, so she didnt see her.

Fu Hee was speaking to the little girl and telling her the colors of her toys
when her phone rang. Immediately, the little buns attention was on her
phone as she left her toys and fixed her gaze on the ringing phone.

Fu Hee picked up her phone from the side and glanced at the screen to
see that it was FangSu that was calling.

Mum what took you so long to answer that call? FangSu asked

immediately. She was expecting her mother to answer the call on the first
ring because she almost couldnt wait to feel what has been happening in
the past several hours.

My phone just rang and I picked it up immediately, why do you sound so
impatient? Fu Hee asked.

Mum, forget it, I have something important to report to you and you will
definitely be shocked when you hear about it. FangSu said in excitement.

Fu Hee became interested in what she wanted to talk about and
immediately asked her to go on and tell her about it.

The little bun whose gaze has been on the phone since it started ringing,
heard the voice over the phone and immediately became very interested,
so she crept to place her little palms on her grandmothers thighs before
trying to stand up.

Fu Hee was so into the conversation with FangSu when she felt the little
bun touch her. She glanced at Jasmine with a smile and used one hand to
help the little girl up, without knowing that she was coming straight for
her phone.



After she was standing comfortably on her grandmothers thigh, Jasmine
reached out for the phone with her hands. Her actions were so funny that
Fu Hee chuckled amidst the important matter FangSu was talking about.

Fu Hee moved the phone away from her ear and turned to say to the little
bun with a smile, Do you want the phone now?

Jasmine glanced at her and back to the phone while fiddling with her
hands, before glancing cant her grandmother and babbled.

Mum what are you doing? Im talking about a serious matter here!
FangSu said in a slightly annoyed tone.

Fu Hee put her phone on hands-free mode and replied, Dont raise your
tone, there is a child here.

FangSu was taken aback as she asked, Brothers child is there?

Her name is Da Xia but you can call her Jasmine as her mother does. Fu
Hee said with a smile.

Oh! Can I see her? FangSu asked, forgetting about the matter she called
to talk about.

Fu Hee glanced at the little bun who was now sitting obediently in her
arms and paying attention to the phone and smiled.

You cant see her till you apologize to your brother and his wife.

Mum, why are you like this, I will apologize to brother and Jia Li soon.
Im looking for the right opportunity to do that. FangSu said in a light
tone.



After you have found the right opportunity to apologize and youve
actually done that, you can see your niece any time you want. Your
brother will also permit you to spend a few days at his place if you want
to. Fu Hee said to her.

She hoped her daughter can drop her pride and be courageous to
apologize to Fu Hua and Jia Li, so their family can be united once again.

Mum, you are so unfair! FangSu said in a childish tone.

Mind your language, Da Xia is listening, dont teach my granddaughter
the wrong thing. Go ahead with what you were saying, I need to feed her
soon. Fu Hee said to her.

FangSu didnt waste any more time as she told her mother everything that
happened in the past 24 hours.

Because of how sensitive the words were, Fu Hee roved her phone from
handsfree mode and listened. Luckily, the little bun became distracted
by her toy that was singing, so she no more reached out for the phone
again.

After listening to FangSu, Fu Hee said to her, Have you seen the kind of
people Bai Jun and her mother were? Its good that you came to your

senses before you got to the point of no remedy.

I never knew that Bai Jun would be this bad to me. I thought we were
friends but it turns out that she stopped seeing me that way since a long
time ago. FangSu said.

Now, I hope you can do the right thing. I have to feed Da Xia now, its
time for her to eat. Fu Hee said with her gaze on the little bun whose
attention was on the toy she was putting in her mouth.



Okay, mum, go ahead, FangSu said and ended the call directly.

At noon during lunch, Jia Li and Fu Hua came down for lunch. Fu Hua
looked around for Jasmine but was told that she was sleeping, and only
then did he put his attention on his food.

Fu Hee joined Jia Li and Fu Hua at the dinner table to eat lunch. There
was little or no conversation during dinner.

Mum, Jia Li and I will be going out this evening. Fu Hua informed.

Fu Hee glanced at them with a smile and asked, Are you both going on a
date?

Before Fu Hua could reply, Jia Li said, Mum, we are going out to watch
a movie.

Whats the difference, its a date. Fu Hee said and continued eating.

Fu Hua was the first to leave the dinner table after eating.. He got up
from his chair and kissed Jia Lis cheek before walking away.
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Chapter 382 - Watch A Movie Or To Eat

When Fu Hee was sure that Fu Hua had left, she turned to Jia Li to ask,
Why didnt you say anything about Bai Jun working in FJ?



Jia Li who was still in the atmosphere of Fu Huas sweetness was taken
aback by the question. She glanced at Fu Hee and said slowly, I didnt
think it was a serious matter, I was also surprised to see her on my first
day at FJ.

Fu Hee sighed and said to her, Jia Li, this is actually a serious matter but
no one is blaming you. I think that girl still has her eyes on Fu Hua but
she is getting married soon, lets hope that she wakes up from her

fantasies.

Jia Li was a little confused while thinking. She finally understood what
her mother-in-law was talking about but what can she say?

Its all my fault for making a mistake in the past and now, the mistake
cant seem to go away. Fu Hee said with her head down.

Jia Li glanced at her and said, Mum, there is no need to bring up the past,
it doesnt help. Forget about it and move on. Fu Hua doesnt like her and
thats all that matters.

Fu Hee looked up and smiled. When I think about how much I offended

you in the past and how kind and accommodating you are to me now, I
feel guilty and wondered who used a veil to cover my eyes in the past but
all is good now. Eat your food quickly and go and rest before leaving

with Fu Hua for your date.

Being reminded about their movie date in the evening, Jia Li smiled and
hurried up to finish her food quickly before leaving for her bedroom,
where Fu Hua was waiting for her.

What took you so long, do you know how long Ive been waiting for you?
Fu Hua asked with a slight frown as he opened his arms for her to come
and lay on his chest.



Jia Li smiled and walked over to immediately pounce on him. Fu Hua
quickly wrapped his arms around her and shut his eyes while breathing in
her scent.

That hurts... Jia Li said with a slight frown. Just now when she pounced

on him, her breasts hurt a little.

Fu Hua opened his eyes and asked what was wrong, then Jia Li raised her
head to point at her chest.

Fu Hua sat up and asked while reaching out for her chest, Does it hurt a
lot? Let me massage them for you.

Jia Li quickly hit his hands away and said, I dont need your help. Any
time you massage my chest, I feel more pain than before.

Thats because I feel excited when I touch. But I promise to be gentle this
time around. Fu Hua said as he adjusted their position and quickly
slipped his hand inside her shirt to touch her breasts.

Jia Li lay on his body and said with complaints, I wonder what FJs
employees will think when they see what a rouge their Boss is.

You are one of FJs employees, what do you have to say about me? Fu

Hua asked with a light chuckle.

All I can say is that the Boss is a rogue! Jia Li replied.

I can only accept this from you, as for the others, they dont need to know
about this side of me because I am only this way to my wife. Fu Hua said
to her.

Jia Li and Fu Hua chatted for a list while before deciding to take a little
nap.



When the time for their movie date came, they got dressed and left for
the cinema. Fu Hua made sure to buy enough popcorn and juice for them
to enjoy while watching a movie.

While glancing at the biggest bowl of popcorn

Fu Hua took her hand and walked into the cinema while saying, I dont
want you to get hungry soon.

While enjoying themselves at the cinema, Bai Jun was sitting out with
her grandmother, mother and Aunties along with the Yang family.

This was the first time the Bai family was officially meeting with the
Yang family. Seeing her soon-to-be husband, Bai Jun was already
disgusted as she could tell that he wasnt as focused and capable as Fu
Hua.

She felt that he didnt have half of the qualities Fu Hua had. She kept
comparing him with Fu Hua throughout their end of the meeting.

Bai Juns soon-to-be husband, Yang Peng had his attention on Bai Jun.
As Bai Jun was pretty and young, he liked her immediately and didnt
have any problem with the marriage arrangement.

Luckily for Old Mrs. Bai, after mentioning that she wanted Bai Jun and
Yang Peng to get married as soon as possible, in the next 2 weeks, the
Yang family didnt say much and agreed to it.

The Bai family was still in a higher status than the Yang family and that
was one of the things Bai Fen disliked, as she felt that her daughter
wouldnt be comfortable living in the Yang family.



After finalizing the official date for the wedding, they began to talk about
the engagement party or rather the Yang family made mention of it but
Old lady Bai canceled it. She said that she didnt want anything too big.

Mother, we can still make it small for our both families to attend and get
to know more about each other. The third daughter-in-law said.

What date should we fix it? Old lady Bai asked.

Since the wedding is in 2 weeks, lets give the engagement in 6 days, that
is on Saturday. The first daughter-in-law suggested.

Old lady Bai turned to glance at the Yang family to ask, Is it okay by
you?

Anything you say is okay. We are fine with the arrangements. Yang
Pengs father said with a smile.

Since it was decided that Bai Jun and Yang Peng were going to have a
white wedding, some major decisions were taken.. And before the two
families departed, Bai Jun and Yang Pen exchanged contacts, much to
Bai Juns annoyance.
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